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pis'̂ ase .of this thesis is to. investigate the 
©onditloriB ;amd, fdreeŝ  "tMt,;-dpera,te in: the highly pessimistic 
•'.worM-of .GonradvS early mdveis in such a, way as to limlt3 
;frustrat;@»;;W-make; :f-:railit)i©/:ldeali9tie‘aspirations'of his 
.Gharadte^SoT ,%hie. ..paper w to demonstrate the ,
faet^that the; Gone©pt;of, the frailty of; idealism is present' 
in all of. the works of Conrad'0 s early period, although in 
'an undeveloped state in his first three novels, and that 'the, 
Goncept reaches, •fruition' in hostromoo ■

A hrlef diSGUssion. of Gohrad0 s. -dhildhood attempts 
to pdlht out th® Gohdltions of his personal life that 
trained:'’,him'. 1% an ' Intense,' skeptioism for all ideals ' that .
■ are-' dlBassoGiated .froh'fhe idealist-'s immediate; reality0 
’ Beg! Wing ih.. the ohs oure world, of ;Ah. Out cast of the. Islands s • 
Almaver8>s' Folly<, and the tales of the Youth volume the 
paper points, out the qualities that dominate Conrad s . 
fiGtlonal world and-relates them to his major characters*
' Vv. ' The Bigger of the " Narcissusn.. is' oonsidered as Conrad6 s 
first extended treatment of the external and•internal 
forces that limit idealism» The thesis eonsiders.several '



elements In The Rigger of the MNarcissus15 that are prophetic 
of Nostromo and investigates specifically the forces and 
conditions that oppose idealistic undertakings»

In a discussion of Conrad? s most extensive treatment 
of Idealismo Nostromo0 it is demonstrated that the pursuit 
of an ideal is limited according to-four major principlesc 
First9 the pursuit of an ideals regardless of its nobility9 
must:necessarily bring into existence^ or at least bring 
to the surface9 internal and: external factors that will. 
operat e against the achievement of the - idealc The second 
principle is the fact that in pursuing an ideal actively9 
the pursuer must sacrifice part of the ideal in order to 
achieve' and maintain it'o The third;'principle which hinders 
the character in achieving his ideal results from human 
weaknesso • It is the .•inability of a'character to resist 
temptations of the mind and body& whichg. once yielded to, 
distract the chamcter from th© path of his ideal = The. 
last threat to the achievement of an ideal is perhaps the 
most complex9 certainly the most subtle; it is the fact 
that ideals ' are .somehowa. of their very natures self" 
eontradietoryo .
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION

' The typical Gonra&ian theme a of Isolation and.
. >ed©mption9 . a,llenatioBc and hpmas solidaritythe opposition 
©f the idea to the action necessary for its implementation 
-:are all_to some..extent :the results of .fidelity to. a moral '
• idealo During the last twenty years there has been an 
extraordinary. amount of attention given to these various ' 
aspects of Conrad’s novelso The pronouncements of F. R6 
Leavls In The C-reat Tradition  ̂puhlished in 19489 seem 

, to have stimulated a eensiderahle amount of diseusslon on ■ 
Nostromo and the importance of Conrad’s concept of the 

- moral■ idealo ■. While speaking of Conrad in generalft Deavis. 
suggests that MHe ^onrad] does believe intensely9 as a 
matter.of concrete experiences in the kind of human 
aehievement represented by the •Merchant 0ervioe--1raditlon9 
discipline and moral ideal; but he has also a strong sense9 

•■'not •only, of the frailty9 but of the absurdity or unrealitys 
in relation to the- surrounding and underlying gulfsg of such 
achievement $, a sense so strong that it often seems very close 
■ to Decoud” s radical; scepticlsm.;;a :Wb.lch is9 in the account of

• 1 .. , --v;‘ : ' j ■ ’ 1  'those last days9 rendered with such significant power o’5

. Fo ..Ro Lea vis A The Creat Tradition (New Yorks George
W 0 Stewart g Publisher8 Inc0 g- Ll948J )7~’po 2000

■■■■■ ’ : " ' ■



%he er'ltiea of Conradian skepticism have been many8
althongii few hate presented their ease so eloquently as
F0 Ho Leavis|. however9 the basic aim of these critics is to
establish the degree0:: quantity and motivation of Conrad's
skeptieism as a philo sophieal.po sit iona and they have not
been primarily occupied with the task of discovering the
elements within the novels t hems elves that limit Or ■ '
frustrate the achievemeht of an idealistic goalo'

' ffce; excellent-:, work'- of. We^ard8' Boser9 and Baiehes
in considering, donral s pessimisti@ attitude toward
Idealistic enterprises has been mainly eoneerned with the
psychological- aspects . of Conrad0 s writing 0 68The Journey .
within*’ is the term Q-uerard applies to Conrad's concern
with the'identification of dissimilar individuals at
critical moments and the basic dual nature of every human
beingo ';.Speaking generally, of Conrad” s beliefs,, he suggests -
t hat Cohrad maintained

A declared ethic of simplicity9 action9 and the 
■ /Saying grace of work==doubled by 8/ professional 
' propensity to passive.; dreaming! ■ , .

. A declared distrust , of generous: idealism:—
• doubled by a strong idealism (Conrad In very modern

; manner, distrusting, both the'cynical ” realist”, and
the professed.ttdo~g©oderM: and-disliking most« , 

h’; ■. intensely the complacency of those in between) |, ■
- ' A •declared commitment to authoritarian sea=-1radiiion= 
doubled hy a pronounced individmalismi, .<> <, 0

^Albert' Jo G-uerardg G'onrad: the Novelist (Cambridges
EaSSoS Harvard University HresSg .1958)» Po 57o -



. ' .  " . : ,  - : : ,  . . . ' :  - ' - ; . . .  ' .; , . -  - ' : \ > ; ^  ^ ' " " ■

CJaeraBd” s stwdy is largely an attempt to explore and 
explicate Oonrad's major novels in the light of the: above 
principleso: \ ; , . ' ...\ ^

Eoser8 s basic attitude is- very similar to that of ■ .. 
Querardg, but Moser is more concerned with a study of the 
individual in Conrad<» While. speaking of what Conrad offers . 
the modern reader^ Eos er says that 11 Tie see him as a pro found. 
psychologist s relentlessly exploring the causes of moral -
failure and the motives that underlie seemingly praiseworthy

• - % . . . . - - » ■ ■ ; 
act ions o81 The causes of moral failure are most clearly
, ...v ■ ; , ■: - --  ■ v ■ ■ :.
revealed in the ®testM 'situation^. and .loser8 s study of this 
aspect of Conrad illuminates the problem, ©f self-iden- 
tification® and 45the tendency toward self^destruetion111 
.q.uite, effectiveiy,o David Dalehes is perhaps the most 
daring of the psychological, eritieSg'but his remarks on 
Conradian pessimism and 18the prison of the self® are most 
helpful. , ; ' i'. . •- ./ : i

The amount of critical study devoted to the problems 
of idealism& the standard of conduct9 and' the moral ideal 
in the fictional works' of Joseph Conrad has been quite 
considerable andp ©n the wholed very valuableg but most of - 
it has been aimed at the discovery and elucidation of what 
Conrad” s ma jor and controlling; attitudes are9 while the

. ' . ̂ Thomas Eosers Joseph Conrad: Achievement and Decline 
JCambridge8 MasSos Harvard .University Press9 195Tl7”Po 10o



elements that, limit j, . frustrates and make frail the idealism 
of the Conradianeharaeter in his own fictional world have 
heen largely nesleetedo

/ fh:@ purpose of' this .thesis wili-he to demonstrate 
the fact that the concept- Of the frailty of; idealism was 
: a eontiBuous preoccupation of Joseph C#'onrads present in 
an undeveloped state in his early workss and developing 
throughout the novels' of his early period as he grew in .. 
stature as; an artist until the 'concept reached fruition 
in Hostromoo The method of investigation will he to 
consider the novels themselves in an attempt to discover 
the various internal human and external natural forces 
. that operate'in'the fictional world in such a way'-as to - 
make an ideal- unrealizable, or at least imperfect» Arnold 
Kettle touches hrlefly on this problem when he suggests 
that tt$h@ implication begins to creep in 0 t o that

in the very nature of things ̂ something beyond 
never .defined)' ■ is responsible •. for the 

tr-agedv of lostromo018̂  . • .
y ,' ' ’Beginning- -in the obscure world of An Outcast of 

Islands a’ the thesis will, consider-the novels of the early 
by applying the . principles:that limit Idealism as 

are relevant* untilin a discussion of Qonrad0s

■ h ' - v ■■ ■ ' ' ■■■ - - ■ ' ' - ' -Arnold Kettle^ An Introduction to the English Hovel 
folo II& ’Henry 3ames to the gresent CHarper Torchbooks /~Th 

■ Library5 ,Hew Yorks.: ’ Harper &■ Brothersg I960) 9 p0 TB0



extensive treatment ©f ideallsm9 Nostromon it will.
'̂" .demonstrate that % idealistic undertakings are limited ;,
• acedrding t© four majdr prineipleso ' ' '

The first principle Was first suggested "by Morton
,B0 gahel while speaking of Conrad” s attitude toward history«

Originating in the great Mealsg ambitions9 .
, ■ /or passions of humanitys it fhistorg becomes .
/ '/ ̂ :'/'possessed hy strange and irrational.' energies; :
:v ' ^ ĥy foree's.-d'f.; ajaahition'j, greedy reckless or 

/ unoons/eious instinct | hy an impersonal or 
./abstract justice which corrupts the ideals or -:

./;.' inspirations ihat animat© .it/and so sets, up a '
fatal' enmity between human honor and brutal or inhuman circumstance<,5

.the/seeond/:prinoiple is, the fact that in pursuing an ideal'
actively9 the pursuer must sacrifice part of the ideal in
• order to aOhieve! and maintain it & the third principle 
which hinders the character in achieving his ideal results 
from human weakness * It is the inability of a character, 
to resist temptatidns of the mind and body9, which9 once 
yielded to 9 distract the character from the path of his 
i.dealo '.the last threat to the achievement of an ideal
is perhaps the most complexs certainly the most subtle;
/it.is the fact that ideals are. somehow9 in themselvess . 
Self^contradietory0 ■
/// , 1 have omitted Lord Jim« 1900  ̂from my

investigation of the frailty of idealism in the novels of

. ■ / • " ̂ Morton Dauwen Zabelg Introduction to'' Tales of
Heroes and History (Anchor Sooks; G-arden Gity9 .-Hew. Yorks 
Doubleday & ■ Company9 Inco ? -i960) 9 p, xxviiQ



, ■ ; . • . • : «
:' Oonpad,8 B: early : period^ 1895,=’1904' 9. apd perhaps a, word' of 
explanation is necessary0 Many critics^ Oliver Warner^

'VBptoert. Penn Warren^ and Boro thy Van Ghent 9̂ to name only •. ■ ■ ■• 
a. fewp ̂ suggest that Jim is an idealist in search of an 
ideal standard of' ©onduct and that in the final sacrifice 
of his life he achieves his illmslv© goalo Admittedly 
; Jim is in pmrsuit of an ideal standard9, but his ideal, of 

■ i: conduct is' not the same as that of Br0 Eonygham0 Jim* a 
.ideal is too personal? personal to the point of being' 
selfisha, and9 in spite of the novel®s .concern with the 
necessity of idealizing actionsa Jim does not attempt 

; to: discover moral sanctions outside of himself that 
justify his■actionso On the contrarya Jim is concerned 
with the romantic task of justifying himself to himselfo

. Ihe parallel, between Honygham and Jim is useful ' • -
because llenygham is also interested in proving his ability 

. 'to live up, to a standard,of conduct9 but in: the case, of - ,: . -
Ednygham his actions are justifiable in terms of sanctions 
: that exist, outside'of himselfo jima on the other .hands, 
subverts outside values in his attempt at self^vindicatieBo ' '■

; '. '^Oliver Warner^ Joseph Conrad (Hew .Yorks Longmans,f 
' Green and 'Company9 1951) 9 Po 95= Robert Penn Warren8, '
Introduction to Mostromo (fhe Modern:Libraryb Hew Yorks 

' .Bandbffi Houseg Inco g 1951) a Pn \xxli0 Bd.rothv Van Ghent« The 
' English Hovel: . Form and Function (Harper .'f orchbooks / The 
. Academy Library| ' Hew .York? Harper and Brothers a 1953) g p« 230 Q
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lv;: wotild vSTagĝ ati Ji® falls to achieve his " shadowy v.

Ideal of oonduetM precIsely because of Its highly personal 
quality that ls: not In accordance %lth .established moral 
- values or soeial 'sanct lons o That J.lm s Idealism Is not a 
valid Idealism is implicit in this observation by David - 
Daiohesi \ -v;; , >' / ̂  ̂ ,

t' t - The position he Ulmf makes for himself in/; . ' . :
Patuaa,n9 as savior and protector of a native 
community a is in some respects an idea,! achievement 9 • 
yet it is at the same time as escape and an excuse0.
He betrays his people^-unintentionally^^to G-ent!ema,n
■ Brown because he accept s. the blackmail ofldentlfi- ■ 
cation'between Brown and himself^ Insinuated by

. Browng and then makes amends to himself by. going to 
his e ertain and useless death in a gesture of purely

■ romantic histrioniesoT . ' ■
’ , A word about Victory is also necessa,ry hecause it h

has been pointed to as one of Conrad”s later studies of 
' idealism^ i'.I'f Heyst is an idealist 9 his Ideal is one of 
non-involvement' beeause 'he': strives for complete; self- ■ 
suffioieneyo ’ hike Lord Jimn Victory deals with a series of • 
incidents that test the ability ©f the central character to 
achieve .and. maintain his :ideal 0 ' And like Heyst ” s ideal
is highly personalg it is not an attempt to find a place in - 
■the moral' worlds ; In fact9 Heyst”s pursuit of his ideal is 
ah effort t© remain independent of an external moral and 
social brdeyo 'It is Important to hotice here that the

TPav id Da 1 che si The Novel and t he Modern W or Id 
(2d edo revoi Chicagog University of Chicago Press9 I960)9



doctrine of aloofness la completely contradictory to the 
fundamental concept of /'solidarity" that underlies all of 
Conrad s noVelSo$he inability of Heyst to. maintain his . ,':
■ ideal is precisely/the quality that allows him to achieve 
the "victory" that the novel is concerned witho

The idealism I wish, to explore is of a larger order o' 
•It if concerned with the idealistic attempts of individuals 
to find sanctions for their actions in terms of a moral 
ofSer that transcends the self 0. The. novel so'f Conrad ■ s •'. , 
early period present a spectrum of idealism; they are studies 
in the pursuit of various levels Of idealism by vastly 
different character types o' In a very real sense g. Captain 
MaeWhirr's fidelity to the traditions of the Merchant 
Services,, as demonstrated in Typhoon0 can be considered as 
an.Idealistic Undertakingg hut his lack of imagination 
and his simple faith in the strength of tradition protect 
him from the highly serious consequences that are sometimes 
the result of situations that test ah ideal.o 1

Having just enough imagination to carry him 
through ;each successive days and no more£, he was 
tranquilly sure of himself | and from the very.*;

. ' , same cause he was not In the.. least, conceited» '
Characters of this type will not be considered in this
thesis, because the complete lack of imagination renders • .

®Joseph Conrad 9 The Shadow-Line and Two Other Tales 
(Anchor Books; Garden Cityg lew forks Doubleday & Company,
Inc.@g1961).g 'pb. .40o' ' / "y..-. „ .y ' :



the Conradian character incapable of realizing the frailty 
of his aspirations and the power of menacing forces*
: :■ ; Captain MacWhirr can he. contrasted with another
type of idealist9 the idealist who fails through too much 
imagination* ; A superabundance of imagination can lead to 
self-delusion^ anda although this type of character may be 
completely aware of the frailty of idealistic enterprises^ 
he becomes a vletim of self-deception in his attempt to 
justify the fact that his ideal has been corrupted by one 
or more of the limiting forces* The Conradian characters 
of this category Include Lord Jim and Decoudo There iss 
however9 one important distinction to be made between these 
two charactefs that ha,s a direct bearing on the type of - ; 
idealism to be considered in this thesis*' Jim deludes 
himself into the belief that, the pursuit of his ideal will , 
''he of'/some; aid' to . the;; eoamteniiy ofPatusan9 but he la . - 
completely wrong* Jim has abstracted his personal deslre9 
the fulfillment of an ideal standard of conduct9 from the 
/ world, of reality and/is unable t© .see' that the pursuit of 
his ideal actually brings about the destruction of his 
community* Beeoud is also the victim of self-deception*
He to©/strives for the realization of a, personal idealg ': 
Antonians lovey but he does not abstract his ideal from ' ■ 
the social context * In fact9 the pursuit of his ideal 
brings about the plan that is responsible for the survival 
of the Republic of OostagUaha* ' ' . ■ :



V'".. : - , : " \ / i a '
\ The Idealism I wish to consider may be personal9 .

bht it must always Involve the establishment or affirms/cidzi ;
©f the fundamental social values that Conrad: believes to 
be the basis of human organization^ In the pursuit of his 
idealg - a character may subvert it to personal ends8 but an::., 
ideal purpose must be one that involves or somehow contributes 
to Conrad1s controlling belief in the solidarity of the 
human race in ^a f ew • very■ simple ideas" if it is to be 
considered in this thesiso. :



v- f'' V GWT1H' II ; ' Z' v • .
' . A .IflEW OF THE WORLD

< The fact that the experienees of childhood have
subtle and far reaching effects on the adult mind has become 
one of the fundamental principles of modern psychology,,
In the ease ©f Joseph Conrad a knowledge of his early youth 
is almost essential to a full understanding of his works 
as am adult writer because the controlling attitudes of 
his pessimistic fictional world have strong roots in the 
conditions of his childhoodo Born December 39 1857 9 in 
an intensely patriotic family that was once a part of the 
landed gentry9 Jozef.Teodor Konrad Haieez Korzeniowski was 
'aequainted at a very early age with the fruits of unsuccessful 
rebellion and the failure of idealism<, On the 21 of October9 
l:86l9 Apollo KorzeniqwSkly/'Conr&d^s father^ was afrested 
and imprisoned in the citadel of WarsawApollo; was 
charged with the following offensess :

o o o (1) organising a secret committee with 
■ the name of "lieroslawski8 s Reds8 9 which was to v 

oppose the elections to the Warsaw Municipal 
Gomncils : (ii) having caused9 with others9; the 

. ■ disturbances In Mlodowa Street and in Wedel8 s ' .. .
cake and coffee shop; (lii) being the author 
of the demand that Lithuania be united with

• ̂ Jdeelyn Baines <, Joseph Comradg A ■ Critical Biography , 
(New forks McG-raw=Hill Book .Company9 1960) 9 po 11 o



Central "Poland and of the pamphlet entitled 
. Marodzieo , Baoznoeci (Nation! Attention!)° 
tiv) organising in Zytomlerz a requiem mass

• for those killed during the Warsaw demonstra- 
tions in 1861/ then his wlfe„was said to. hare 
pinned on fflournlng cockadeSo

Following his trial9 Conrad's father was exiled
to a. dlstarit- Russian proTlnceo mH1s young wife-• requested
to be allowed to aecompany her husband9 and permission
was granted on condition that she herself be subjected
' ' ’ ■  ̂ ,,3 ' • • ' ' ; "V - ' ' ' 'to the same disciplineo In A Personal Record8 Conrad ... ■
has his unele.p' Thaddeus Bobrowskl9 .give this account of
his mother which Jean=>Aubry says is taken: directly from.
V : , v . ■ ' " - - - 4 \ ' ■ ■■ .' ■ .' Bobrowski8 s Memoirs. . ' . ■ ■

• Meeting with calm.fortitude the cruel trials . 
of a life reflecting all the national and social 
-misfortunes of the community9 she realised the 
highest eonceptlon of duty as a wife j* a mother 

. and a patriot s, sharing the . exile of her husband
.and representing nobly the ideal of Polish: womanhobdo5 " v . -

• ■ After an extremely arduous journey^ the exiled 
family reached Vologda0 In a letter to his Zagorsk!

% b i d « o  oPo . ll°i2o
• -̂ Go Jean^Aubrys Joseph Conrads Life and Letters 

(Garden'City o hew Yorks .Doubleday a Page. & Co® j, 1927} s -1P 7 e

^Joseph Conradg The Mirror of, the Sea and A Personal 
Record (Anchor Books; Garden Gity/ Hew Yorks Doubleday & ■
Company8 I960) gPo 216 o:



; ... . 13

GomsInsg'Apollo de8qElbes the harsh climate of the place 
of his exile* ' ■' . •

The climate consists of tiro seasons of the years 
a white winter a M  a green winter» The white 

, winter lasts nine^and-a^half months and the green 
1 ' • , ;hne two^ahd^a^half o: ; We arernow at the onset of the
.. green winters it has already Seen raining cease- 

lesaly for twenty-one days and that8s how it will . 
he to the .endo® _ \

mTo :the severity of the climate were added the miseries of
defeated patriotism and family bereavement<> The
insurrection of January 167 1863? the one 4pollo had
been planning for at the time of his arrests was a failure*
Of Apollo ” s two brothersp one9 'Robert 9. was killed in the
fightings and the other9 Hilary^ was sent to Siberia where
he died ten years later* Mme.o. Korzeniowska also lost a
brother * Stef an 9 one" Of the leaders of the insurrection^
was killed in a duel shortly before the uprising0 ■ ,

In exile the health of both Conrad and his mother 
deteriorated rapidly* A letter dated February 26a 1863g 
from Apollo to his friend Gasimir Kasaewski demonstrates 
t he , pathos . of their condition* ' ' ;  ̂ b :

My poor wife has been dyings for several yearss 
of homesickness and from the repeated blows which

. ' : ' ^Bainesp. p* 14* ; : v , ' t
/. ^Jean^Aubrys Ip 8 0 . •
V V. ISM. . . . ■
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have fallen on our : family<; During the last, few 

. months she has been cruelly and gravely illo 
, The lack of everything here to support body and 

. . soul==thelackof doctors and medical necessaries .
have brought her to this conditiono I myself 

' ■ have been obliged . to do everything in. the housea 
. to. be both master and servant0 I do not complain, 
or ratherg only of the fact that I cannot satisfy 
or comfort her0 Our little Conrad is inevitably 
neglected in the midst of all thiso9
"'On i,prli 18s 1865$) when Conrad was seven years old, 

Mme<, Korseniowska, died of consumption at the age of 520 
Conrad8 a mother was too gentle for the demands, that her 
conception of fidelity to her husband and loyalty to an 
ideal of patriotism made upon hero After the death of 

' -'Hmeo /Eor̂  Jeau-Aubry summarises Conrad8 s early .
: iifeo ' ..; . ■ ' ■ '

Thus $, deprived of" his mother and in the company 
Of a father already ill and more often than not 
; Sunk : in:'gloomy, silence 9 . exiled among men whom he 
could regard only as enemies j, Conrad spent his 
early childhood0 He had no companions s. no child 
to play with; and the tension in the atmosphere 
which had surrounded him from birth now approached . 
its heightb His surroundings brought home to him 
ideas which seldom come cloae-. to men in childhood9 
deathg faithg and liberty<, Unconsciously he was. 
being trained in a secret and inflexible fidelity 
to ideais disassociated from hope
• .- "My young days 9" said. Conrad in A Personal. RecordQ 

"the days when one’s habits and character are formed^ have

' 9Ibido n ll“12'o:



■ L - ' v ■■ ■ - /’i- /' . 15
.beem-rather familiar with long silences0 .Such voices as
broke Into them were; anything bnt conversatlonal»*
fhere was only one way for Conrad to escape the oppressive
atmosphere of his home j, only ,one activity that could
satisfy an Imaginatlom that in later years was to prove
so : formidable— readlngo In A,:Personal Records Gonrad
:■ recorded this nxperleneeo':' “S'ince. the age- of five I have
been a great readero as is not perhaps wonderful in a

■ ' ' ' • ■ . . 2 , 2  • 

child who. wah never aware of learning to read0M.
■v'' ;; fhe" tensions;'of Gonrad” s home8 his great desire

for books j and his relations with his father are also
demonstrated by Gonrad s account of his early lifec Looking
.for something new to reads gonrad climbed tip in a.'chair
by his father’ s, writing desk and. began reading Apollo8 s
.translatiin Of '-fw© Q-entlemen.of ¥ero.naoM He was caught
In the act of, reading and was commanded to read a-loud0

When I got to the end he nodded and I flew out
• ’ of doors thinking myself lucky to have escaped

reproof for that piece of impulsive audacitye I , 
have tried to discover since the reason ©f. this, 
mildness9 and .1 imagine that all unknown t© myself 

: ; .1 had earned^ in my father8 s mlnd8 the right to '
some; latitude in my relations with his writing-
tableo It was only a month beforeP or perhaps it 
was only a week before that I had read to him aloud

;' - . •L,x0onradg She Mirror of the Sea and A Personal ■ \
" Recordn p0 1920 . . .

' . -■ l^Ibldo o po 249o ■ . .



. from beginning to end5 and to his perfect
'■ gattsfaetlon3 as he lay on his "bed@ not being

very well at the tlme3 the proofs of his 13
. translation of Viator Hugo" s 11 To Her s of the Seao11

fhis is Oonrad’s first diseovery of sea literatures and
the eiretimstanee in which he made this discovery are
significant0 "The unhappy conditions of grief and exile9
the responsibility of his task9 must-have impressed the
story indelibly on Oonrad8smindoW -
• From M s  earliest childhoodp in conditions of
Isolation^ Conrad was acquainted with the miserys
desperation3 and futility of unsuccessful idealism through
the misfortunes of his own family^ Although Conrad11 s
father outlived his wife by four'years^^he died on-May• •

1 8 6 the conditions of the last years of his life
and his increasing bitterness were more a monument to
the failure of national aspirations than a panegyric on
the nobility of his sacrlfieeo One of Conrad8 s last
Impressions of his father was gained as he silently
watched Apollo supervise the burning .of his manuscriptSo •
.“My father sat in a deep armchair propped up with pillows»
fhis was the last time I saw him out of bed© His aspect

" libido s ppo' ' 250»251o ■.
I ^^John Doaier Gordon3 Joseph Conrads The Making of 

a Novell s t (Gambridg © r Mas a „ s- Harvard University Press 9
.Po ’ ■ 6 <



was to me not so much that of aman desperately illg as
v, mortally'wea^ryi"a vanquished mano11' / '

' '; The circumstances of hi s. ehildhoo &,8 in addition to
■ hi a own par-tleular ■sensltlvlty9 forced Conrad to view ‘,
' : ; all idealistic enterprises wlth sy,splclono The fact that -v.

' he eomld;'see' the operation of universal forces In the
^ ' m 1 s f orthne s of hi a own family 3 and apply these - principles '
: at van parly age to large-scale activities Involving

idealism„ is Illustrated by his description of an incident %
: ' in the life - of his grand-=nhcle9 Nicholas Bohrowski9' an .
• ■ • 6-ffleer in the lapoleonic arsjo - - :
’ ■ , . The devouring in a dismal forest of a luckless

Lithuanian dog hy my grand»nndle licholas Bo in 
company of two other military and famished scare- 
erowst spihoiiseds to my childish imaginations . ,

■ . - the whole horror of the retreat from Moscow and •
the. immorality of. a conqueror's ambition0 An .. 
extreme distaste for that oh^ectionahle episode 

' has: tinged the views I hold as to the character
and achievements of Napoleon the greato 1 heed

■ f'' , v' hot say that these are unfayourableo.' ' It was morally
reprehensible, for that gfeat captain to induce a 
simple-minded Bolish gentleman to eat dog by 
raising in his breast a false hope of national v 
Ihdependenceo It has been the fate of that 
.eredulOus nation to starve for upwards,of a. 
hundred years.on a diet of false hopes and— well—  • ' '

■ - ■dogc.’̂ i  .-V f . . i f - t ; : - ■

■ ' : . '; ̂ Ĝonradc, The Mirror of the Sea and A Personal . 
- Records ppo 181-182o .. ; ; •• - . . ■

iMdoS pPo. 229-2300' \t, :r:; ,



As a youth Conra,d could see the relationship between 
external forcesg-the ambition of an individual or nation 
outbide Polandp andithe idealistic patriotism ©f his 
familyg but it was only as a novelist that he expressed 
in detail the principles that limitfrustrate9 or make 
frail all Idealistic enterprises a . ,
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in the author’ s note t© Hostromo P Joseph Conrad 
explains a H strangely negative hut dlsturhl'ng mood’1 that 
stifled his creative ahllity to such an extent that he 

' believed 1,1 there was' nothing more in the world t© write 
aboutoMl 'Conrad was referring to the year 1903 and the 
period immediately following the publication of the Typhoon 
volume^- a work usually said to belong to the mysterious 
donradiah world of Island adventuretropical intrigueg 
and daring sea•exploits that had earned for Conrad the,
. title of #e±©tiCgM or a spinner of charming sea- taleso 
These epithets infuriated Conradr and he countered with

. .the ,argument that 11 there. is a bond between us and that
: - ' . ■ ' v ' ' 2 ■ ■ ' ; ; ■ ' .
; humanity so far-awayo111 This 11 bond" was net so apparent
to the eritlee #ho delighted in making Conrad’ s primitive
world of■elemental passions a charming escape from the

. tensions of complex modern society£, as it was to Conrad8
the sailor9' whose communication with all .forms of- humanity

•' was' sepafated by lengthy sea voyages» ■

' Joseph Conrad9 Hostromo ('The Modern Library; Hew 
:: York: Random Houses Inc0 g IS5l7 9 -Po lo ' V

^Zabel« Introduction to Tales;of Heroes and History.
Po XVo



Conrad was partieularlj sensiti're to the type of • 
.eriticism tlaat smssested he was an Isolated novelist/ apart 
from the main literary stream. It was only in 1913s. nine 
' years: after the pub!iea,tion of. Mostromo9 that these fears • 
were dissipated with the financial sueeess of Chance0 In 
the author8 s note to a later publication of the Chance 
volume9 Conrad states the reason for his fearsQ ■

This • 0he sueeessful. sale of Chance] gave me,
• ,a: considerable amount of pleasure9 because what ,

'■ I.have always feared most was drifting unconsciously 
into the position of a writer for a limited coterie; /. 

, a position which would have been odious to me as 
throwing a doubt' on the soundness of my belief in 
the solidarity of all mankind In simple ideas and 
in sincere emotionso^
. It should be pointed out that the author8s note 

to Nostromo s quoted at the beginning of this essay9 was 
written in 1917» thirteeh years after the publication of 
: HostromOg" and is the. product of a recollect ion of a crucial 
experienceo ' Certainly Mostromo-is vastly different in 
both aim and scope from Conrad8s preceding workss but 
it is not a radical departure in content and thematic 
intention from such works as The llgRer of the wMarclssus  ̂
and the .stories of the Youth volume0 Conrad’ s negative 
feeling 19that there was nothing more in the world to write 
about" does not imply, that during this crucial artistic 
period he found some unwieldy,subject matter to be suddenly

rJoseph Conrad9 Chance (Anchor Books; Carden City9 
Mew Yorks Boubleday & Company9 IhCo9 1957)9 pv x.



.. r  - , : :■ . . ■■ 2i
tract.a'bleo On the contrary9 his statement implies that 
he had exhausted his available biographical material and 
that he was forced to apply his' eoneern with "the ideal 
value of things*1 to more purely imaginative er eat ions 0 
A careful analysis of the works of Conrad s early period 
willg in fact9 demonstrate that the charge levied against . 
him of being an isolated novelist is completely.erroneousa 
and that his. ̂ belief in the solidarity of all mankind in 
simple ideas and in sincere emotions11 is the very comer-, 
stone of 'hls workSo

Conrad is very much concerned with the problems 
©f the modern worlds the Malayan novels--Almaver s Pollya •• 
1895s An.Outcast of the Islandso 1896s and the long 
delayed Rescue  ̂1920-'-are all concerned with such modern 
issues as the fate of the Individual who is isolated from 
society as a result of his failure to achieve the personal 
.successes 9.’ wealthy prestige9 influence or security • that .' . 
he believes society offers hiffio Although fhe Rescue was 
published In book form in 19209 Conrad began the novel 
early in 1896 under the title of The Rescuer ahd worked 
oh it intermittently throughout much of his writing career 
M Poll owing An Outcast of the I'SlandSg Conrad had every

•" ' :■ 4 ■ - ■' ■ ■ : ' : V : ' : : i  /  ■. .
. , BaineSg p* '1T26' V v  - '



22
■inteation: of resTamiias his action MckwardSj, so to speak8 
and 'possihly the difficulty of overtaking a subject which 
was now unquestionably "becoming Lingard S inhibited his 
, resunptloh'of It 0.” The fact -1hs/o Conrad could continue 
to work on one of his earliest literary .creations through
out the most active part of his career gives support to
the contention that his earliest novels deal with the same
ideal and moral concerns that ; he developed so- well in his 
later :novels:0 v' \̂ v.■■ / ■■■'■''■ /’ ■  ̂' ■ ' > : t.:" " '

■' Although it would be foolish to maintain that 
Conrad's first three novels are primarily concerned with 
the results of fidelity to a moral' ideal9 'they areg ' 
nevertheless 9 important statements of. Conrad8s developing 
0oncefn with this 'themei While discussing Almayer8 s.
Folly and An Outcast of the Islands & Albert J» Q-uerard 
has said that in reading these novels 18we follow the 
interesting drama of a novelist searching for an elusive 
and central theme (the character of the vulnerable idealist)
end not wholly finding it 0.. He allows "himself to be '
■ 1 ' : '. ':: ’ '■ ‘  ̂ - ' . ■ ’ ■. ' , ■ '■ ■■ '

diverted by foreground figures of lesser importaneep11 •

. ..̂ Vernon Youngg 11 Lingard8 s Folly: ■ The Lost Subject/' 
The Kenyon Review 0 !¥ (Autumn0. 1953) » PPo 524-525o.
 ̂ :  ̂VV 6suerard9 ':p;o.;-̂i0. ' : ' ■ ■ ' ' .



. 1 have selected for special investigation An . ,
Out east of the Islands ̂ not b eear.se it Is representative 
■of Gonrad’1 a: earliest literary efforts9 "but because of its 
- eoneWr&' %ith three e 1 ements that are essential to the 
development of Conrdd's eoncept of the frailty of idealism 
that reaches fruition in Hostromo°=-imagerythe character 
of the idealist« and the standard of■conduct0

;■ An Outcast of the Islands takes place in a primitive;,.■ 
::;:riverv;sottlement; oii; an isolated eastern isla,nd0 Willems8 
the outcast9. is a prosperous trader who loses his jobP " 
prestige9 and influence through-a thefto (Be calls it a • 
teGhhlcdl, theft;,‘saying, he merely borrowed:,a sum Of money 
from the;company9 but he was caught before he could pay 
it baekoj. Expelled from the community that he had created 
and which he had thrived upon^ he is befriended by another 
powerful trader9 Lingard9 who takes .Willems to his secret, 

•‘..source of wealthy, an unknown and inaceessible river hidden 
on another island^ Once theres Willems falls in love with 
a :beautiful native girl9 Aissas who desires him. so completely 
that she wants t,0 isolate him from the community of white 

<:v2i©ne- • ffillems. succumbs to the strange fascination of her 
savage passion and is persuaded to betray his friend and 

' benefactorg. Dlngardg, by leading rival traders to the secret 
rfverv" For; ‘Willeil^ journey " in the: novel is . from Man to :



animals, from the large eity-of Maoassar and the smaller 
hht n©'less human settlement of Almayer to the dark enclosure 
of the -Malay jungle<,611' Alssa succeeds in isolating lill©ms0 <’■ 
hut the "betrayal makes Willems aware of his complete 
degradation and loss of" honor0 His love for Aissa is 
destroyed hy his loss ,of spirit and the self-contempt'which 
follows his betrayal 0 fhe novel, ends with the killimg of 
Willems by Alssa in his abortive attempt to escape from the 
scene.of his crimes and to be free of the disgust for 
himself and the girl that, has followed the expiration of 
his passlo.no; . .. . - , ." v

As a work of art9 An Outcast of the islands should .
be considered, as one of Obnrad8 s attempts- to discover a. 
suitable mode of expression and a®"‘a search for. the 
fundamental human values that, endure in any sltuatlono 
Aotually An Outcast of the Islands has very much in common 
.with the-poetic tradition of beginning with the pastoral 
poem and then progressing to more serious9 Immediate 
• concernso Frederick R.0 Karl notices the poetic quality of 
donrad^s early work and .savs of Am Outcast that eiO.onrad 
.-was writing like -a poet9 letting, his Images— hazy though 
many are-^speak for him and become a part of the narrative

... ^Le© Gurko s 11 Conrad8 s First Battlegrounds Almayer8 s 
FOllVo** The, University of Kansas City Review„ XXV (Spring9 :
1959) p 19C)o. - : ' V:



Q 'Xine0M; fMs is also true of Go nr ad" a first novel g 
. Almayer°g Folly.» ■■ - \ : y::

Almayer Tainlj expected to hear of the cause 
of his daughter's return from his daughter's 
lips. Hot that-day g: not on any other day did 
she ever allude to her Singapore life. He did 

' not eare to ask 9, awed by the calm impasslveness 
of her face9 by those solemn eyes looking past 
him on the greats still forests sleeping in ■ Q 
majestic repose to the murmur of the broad river,"

In searching for the fundamental values that all, 
men have in commons. Gonrad creates, ah almost mythological 
world like-that of the pastoral which ,is removed from the 
time and space of the real world* but is nevertheless
connected at numerous points with reality by the validity

. ■' - " . , ' 
of basic: human sense impressions, The atmosphere of An
Outcast of the Islands Is a reduction of reality to the
impressions that nature and the eharaetera of the novel ■'
have upon the senses of the readero Hature plays an
important part in GOnrad®s earliest,works just as it
does in the pastoral poem. However9 Gonrad emphasizes
a different aspect of nature than most pastoral poems
do, Gonrad sees nature as a;manifestation of those hidden

^Frederick R, Karl8 A .Reader''s Guide to Joseph Gonrad 
(Hew forks The Noonday Presss I960)s p, 107o

^Joseph Gonrads Heartlof^Barknesa, Almayer8s Folly* ■ 
The Lagoon (The Laurel Gonradj .Hew, Yorks Dell Publishing 
Companyg Inc,g 1960)s p, 153,



forees 'which capriciously interfere with human designs0 
The pastqral form has: very often been used as a 

proving a 'vehicle through which a young poet ' ■
:could test the Validity of his fundamental beliefs and 
emotionBo In many cases a fusion, of mythological and 
.pastoral elements allowed the poet to create ihx-a. simples' 
Innocent society the conflicts of personalities and human 
desires which take place in all societies regardless of 
their developmento • :■ . y/

; Odnrad does'.not deal with private or personal 
emotions in his •earliest writings' because individualized 
feelings are not relevant.to'the material or the techniques 
that he employs to reVeal bis subject matteh0 Rather9 
Instead of. .emphasizing-.the emotions of one individual 9 
distinct from all.othersp Gbnrad presents the emotions of 

■- 'groups-'©f ■people which stand for ' general bodies of social9 
political or moral feelingso./ The earliest novels of 
Conrad are exploratory in the sense that the author Is 
interested in testing the: validity of his beliefs concerning 
the universal kinship of all men through their basic desires 
and emotionso ■ '
’■ i An Outcast of the Islands is a vague and: dbscure 
attempt to find in .basic sense impressionsg- which Conrad 
feels he can trust9 the reasons that are fundamentally 
responsible for the isolation of the individual and his 
search; for redemption^ Obscurity /results because the sense



impressions that Conrad has of toman qualities,, such as 
passion and fidelity> as well as his impressions of the 
forces in mature^ are never clearly related to the action 
of the novelo We receive impressions of external natural 
and internal human forces thats instead of commenting on 
or affecting: the act ion9 hang in .the; air above the 
Characters'' as another threat to their existence,, Walter 
Wright suggests that wThe weakness is the overelaboration 
fef emotions}, when9 with little action0 as in An Outcast 
of the Islands* 16The End of the Tetherj,” and The Rescue* 
he can only insist upon the emotions of his characters^ 
Without fully motivating, and demonstrating themoM 10 
0!©nradBs impressions of the various obscure forces are.
: given an independent existence above and beyond the 
oharaeters because of the-overblown style he uses in 
describing .themo As a result the -novel ■operates., on two. 
levels which are never clearly related9 the world' of the 
characters and the world of menacing forceso ' '

. An Outcast' of the Islands is largely an unsuccessful 
novel because Sonrad lacked the technical ability that is 

, necessary to fuse content and style into an artistic whole,, 
Be lingers too long over descriptions and deals with natural

^Walter E0 Wright* Romance and Tragedy in Joseph 
Conrad (Lincoln^ lebraska? University of Nebraska Pressg .



settings to such an extent that the characters become 
insignificant in comparison with the,densep mysterious 
jungle and the great a brown' riverc Willems, is "isolated ■ 
by .a. jungle that has such mysterious force that his - 
emotions seem puny in comparison^ The river that flows 
by Willems camp is both a.symbol of death and a symbol 
o f eseape 0 However p' it is descr ibed - with such riehp yivid . 
details that his desires seem insignificant in comparisono'^ 
Sbnrad is ■ability to create ̂Images that are at one e vividly 
deseriptive hnd symbolically meaningful is one of his 
greatest assets9 but 9 at this stage of; his development8 
'the.Images are not well controlled and ruin the work by 
overpowering the plot of the novels 
-■ ’ . However $ even An Out east’ of the Islands suggests 

the thematic coneern that Conrad was to develop later when 
he became, directly concerned with modern society^the 
result's of fidelity .to a moral idealo- One must use caution 
in tracing this concern back' to An Outcast of the Islands . 
'because the. ■■actions of most of the characters fall to ■■ 
achieve the nobility of purpose that is associated with au 
‘Idealo■ However9 in Captain Lingard6© desire to preserve 
his colony from corruptiona we can see the beginnings of

^Karia, ppo- 10>105o



the idea,li st 1c tendency that sent Lord Jia to Pat us an 0 
Suera'rd points out that Lingard 'views the river colony 
.as. Mhis’\ edlony and suggegts that ;thls anticipates Jim 

; 11 In his romantio egoism and his self=deceptionSo
G-uerard s point is well taken and there can he no doubt 
about the,fact.that Gohrad is here concerned with the 

. self-deception of the indiTiduaio However9. this situation 
; is also illustrative of what Sonrad considered t© be a . 

basic truth concerning the nature of the universe= ̂the 
fact that in pursuing an ideal a Character inevitably 
sets' in motion natural and human factors that attempt to 
thwart the achievement of that idealo -

;;. -In the ease of-Willems ̂ we have a negative exposition 
of the. value of a standard of conducto Motivated only by 
self-interest and the desire, to achieve, great, fame ; and power % 
intellectually stagnant 9 morally bankrupt9 and spiritually 
blindo Willems is completely without an idealistic purpose0 
He is simply indifferent to the conventional morality of 
•society hnd has nothing but contempt for 'a standard of 
conducts But indifference is no excusej) and Willems8 lack • 
of eoneern has isolated him from the realms of normal 
human communication and denied him the use of a moral



r©ferent;9 a standarcl of eondmet . that ean act as a 
sustaining force against tempt at ion and. the frailty of the 
human eondition0 The principles' that govern the Gonradlan 
world are universal and' ubiquitous 9 and even an unwitting 
violation of these prineiples hringSf into existence the 
forces of retribution^ : ;:!9In An; Outcast Conrad' touches on 
' a universal theme .which; was to- occupy him ceaselessly# 
thenb-is a sense of solitude and isolation which hovers 
over the characters and at times ■overwhelms themo11̂ ^

.-An Outcast of the Islands is a ’highly pessimistic 
novel, and. a -BegativW.'"search'.for controlling 'prineipleso 
Willems, 'is perhaps the most base character in all of 
Conrad0 s works because even the degenerate Kurtz began 
with moral principlesc Having once explored the extreme 
depravity of the human'condition and discovering the 
controlling principles or forces at that level of human 
.b.eihaviori), -GOnrad' turned his att entioh almost - exclusively 
to an Investigation, of the forces that operate against 
the character who9 by the idealization of a moral objectivep 
aspires to improve his position in.a moral ordera'

In -almost every novel9 as in An Outcast of the 
Islandso. - as soon as the characters begin to pursue their

Baines9 p» l64-=-l65o



ideals they set up the eonditlens tiaat bring about the 
f ami liar G o n r ad 1 and i ehot om y of human TalueSo To take a 
few examples of the problems to be .investigated if will be 
seem'fhaf,' .in The, gfigger of the MBagelssua” 'fhA essential . ■' 
eohflief is. between the opposing ,qualif ies of solidarity 
and .isolations The. ofew of the ship "Earolssus" must 
■ choose between the solidarity offered: by the Merchant 
.Service and the illusory temptations that Wait offers to 
those who isolate themselves from the rules of the Merchant 
Servieeo In the case of Dr0 Monyghanig in Mostromo« the 
conflict Is between alienation and redemptioiio , Sometimes 
the conflict is posed in more complex internal terms as is. 
the ease with Monygham9 who9 to achieve redemption^ must 
resolve the conflict between heroism and secret fear0 The 
. idealistic desire of Deooudo in lostromoq to achieve 
Antonia's love is opposed internally by his incessant ,
'. skeptlcistoo. In Most romo 0 Conrad demonstrates the opposition, 
©f human.values also by paralleling various characters with 
.'each othero The faith, of lra0 Gould Is paralleled by the 
skepticism of Decoudg the political idealism of G-iorgio 
Viola is paralleled by the base desire of Hostromo to 
achieve fameo
■ The opposition of the various qualities of illusion

and reality in the Gonradian novel Is conveyed to the 
reader through the vivid sense impressions that the 
characters receive;from the operation of external matural



forces that. ..are beyond their control9 and b g r  the reader” e 
r.eeognltlon of .the . presenee of psyehologieal forces. .

: W;lthia: the- characters themselves , that frustrate their 
deSi'gnSo''v; For Conrad there is more/ truth' in every fact a 
s ituatidh9:end event than the obvious meanings that meet• ■,

' the'eye<> ' In. the preface to The Bigger of the i’-larcissuSoW 
Conrad states, that 16art itself may be defined as a single- 
minded attempt to render the highest kind of justice to 
the visible .universep by bringing to light the truth# 
manifold and oneg underlying its every aspeoto

These hidden aspects#/the shades and shadows of . 
visible formsg are very ofteh essential, to our understanding 
of the motivation behind any action because they pierce 
the facade of external personality and.natural circumstances 

?■ to reveal the inner world ©f emotion and sense impressions0 
,MClearly the early Conrad" s use of language is but one 
more.. aBpedt - of ,his complexity^ Through Ironyg symbolic 
imagery.g and even sentence structure^ he is able constantly
to, suggest that there are other sides, to the question8 that
. ' • ■ . ■ ; • . ,.15 ’..., - ■ v '.- things are' not quite what they seemo ■

Conrad was cont inually experimenting with the 
form of the ,novel because he believed that the method

: Josenh Conrad; The Nigger of the larcissus and 
The End of the Tether. (The .Laurel Oohradi Hew York: hell ''■Publishing'Company^'1960)1 Po. 2 '  ■, , .

'■■ f • ' , .• ■ j
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of presentation an<$ sequence of evemta was just as important 
•in producing tiie desired impact upon the reader s senses 
as the content Of the novel itself= “Although several 
' of .the;::iiterary devlees' Conrad, used appear in hls prede= . -
.oesaorSs only' James had explored the relationship of
. - - : ■ '. ■■ . '.' - a;;.:- is ' ■ ■ ? ■: ■teehnique to oontent as; thoroughly as he 0 61 For Conrad9
; the struoture of the novel assumed a role of major importance
he cause the jmxtapo s it ion o f event a and t heir implled :. 1
iSighifieanGe . was one . of the best ways to suggest the. shades '.
..and shadows of visihle forms = By arranging events in the .
Order that would have the greatest impress ion on the sense
of the reader9 Conrad was able to suggest the maximum ■
moral signifieanee: of any event and evoke the greatest
.emotional 'sympathy": from the' r e a d e r ^  ; V:

All .artg -'o A o appeals primarily to the sensess '.
. and the artistie, aim when expressing itself in 
written words must also make its appeal through 

■ : the senses9 •.if its high desire is-to reach the 
seoret spring of responsive emotions * -*-7

' . ■ .. I. Frederick Rn Karl and Marvin Kagalaner0 A ’ Reader1 s '
'.';:A..v.; Guide to Great twentieth. Century English' Hovels; (New.York: .
; A ^  : ' : ■ '

.. .^Conrad9 The Nigger of the Narcissus and The End of the 
Tether o Po 27o . . . ;. , ■ ■■ . ■; •



: OmPTER IV
, $HE 10ST ILHY OF THE OHIVERSE .

The Tales of the Youtli Volume (1902)
In 1902 Conrad ptihllshed the Youth volume9 a 

eolleetIon of three tales— the title stony9 "The Heart of 
Darknessp11 and "The End of the Tethero" Although each 
tale has been published singly9 or as a part of some other 
Volumeg Oonrad intended the three pleoes to he read as one 
work1 Which' deserihes the three ages of man0 . In a letter 
to F0 So Douhleday dated February 79 19249 Oonrad has this 
to say ahiout the. arrangement Of his' works§ . ■

t> 0 Q the volume of Youth0 which, in its component 
parts presents the three ages Of man (for that is 
what It really iss and I. knew very well what I was 
doing when I wrote "The End of the Tether*9 to be 
the last of the trio)0 I ean8t somehow imagine 
any. of those stories taken out of it and. bound 
cheek and jowl with a story from another volume o 

• - It, la' in' fact u n t h i n k a b l e , , ■ •:
All three tales are highly autobiographical in that the
substance9 or narrative material9 is drawn directly from
his .personal experienceSo The element of personal experience
in •these stories :is 9i' however 9 less important t© the final . ,
''Shape' of .the tale than, is Conrad8 s ability to see in the ... .;
ilfe of seemingly ' insignificant. individuals3, the Influence
o'f'unknowh and 'menacing foreeso ': vt .. ' . . ’

' f -k&c Jean-Aubry n Joseph Conrad: Life and Letters x; ' ’ 
(G-ardeh' City9 lew Yorks Doubledaya Page & Go* 9 1927) 9 11 s 338



, The title story of :‘.the volume Is a commendation
of the abilities, of youtho ' , . ,

Ohg the glamour of youth” 0hs the fir© of it, 
more dazzling than the: flames of the burning 

■■ ships, throwing a magic light on the wide earth, 
v. . leaping audaciously to the skya: presently to ■ :

be quehched by' timer,' more 'cruels more pitiless, 
v. more bitter than the sea=-=and like the flames 

- of the burning ship surrounded by an impenetrable 
; ; night o2 '■ 'y': , ;■ -
It is a story of youthful enthusiasm, oonfidenoe, daring
and" a, thirst for knowledge, a, tale Of the innoeent, and
young pursuing ah ideal with reckless abandon0 However, .
the ambition of the youthful Harlow is paralleled by the ;
Inscrutable powers of the invisible world' & the shady forms
that coexist with the: real world0 Although Marlow “ s naive
enthusiasm for the Orient and his desire to see the splendor
of the last remain undaunteda they are continually menaced .
and frustrated by the visible manifestations of the obscure
world of shade and darknesso: The ship leaks and is forced
to turn back; it is then delayed in dry dock, later hindered
by human failures, held up. by inclement weather, and finally
burns up.e But all these obstacles are forgotten by the
daring Marlow who finds his first command to be a lifeboat
in which he races - toward S ingapor e, risking life and limb,
so that his can be the first of the rescue boats to arrive
in the Basto .. ' ' ,'

'• '. ^Joseph. Conrad, Youths A Narrative and Two Other .
Stories (Anchor Books % Q-arden City, .Mew Yorks Doubleday &
Company,. Inco;, 1959) , ppo55a56Q , ,



In Youthc, the external natural and Internal human 
forces that threaten an Ideal9 -or! a goalp are held In 

: abeyance with respect .'to' larldw9. largely because he has 
net fully realised that they exist as forces to be reckoned 
wltho Me is affected by thems but everything seems 
Insignificant in the face of his fervent desire to reach 
Singapore® 1 Be does not recognize them as positive forces 
but9 rathers 'considers them to be capricious - frustrationŝ .
Mis youthful confidence and enthusiastic vigor carry him 
to the successful conclusion of his dream9 but the narrator 
..of the tale9 Marlowj, at a later date^ as. well as the reader, 
.realize that- his 'success was more the result of pure luck 
and the fact that he observed the traditions of the Merchant 
Service than the result of any of his personal efforts*
For Conrad9 the seaman"s values of fidelity§ honor9 courage 
and dedication were worth-while hot only because they had 
withstood the tests of, time9 but also because they signified 
an unselfish involvement in the immediate reality of living-- 
the daily performances of the tasks- of the seaman* ,

•: The two elements8 the effect of natural forces and ' 
the operation of chance in man"s world have a more compelling 
influence and a more terrifying aspect in the companion 
stories of the Youth volume * : f hese elements are important 

-'to uoti#e because their use reflects the maturation of
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Conrad'*s artistry which reaches, its high pointg in regard .
to this problem,, In Nostromo0 In An Outcast of the Islands „
as Hioteda the visible manifestations Of hidden powers are
more signifleant than the emotions of the characters themselvesd
In Youths the pendulum has swung to the other extreme;
natural forces are continually raging in the background#
but they are not realIzed; by .Harlow as a young ma,n0 This
is partly donrad's intention,. He wants us to realize the
extent of ffiariow8s enthusiasmo Howeverg because the forces
that threaten the ship are not defined articulately$ they
do not emphasize Conrad8 s conception of the power of the
illusions, that threaten a character8 s desires’# a theme which
he develops more completely in Heart of Darkness0S!

XWlth "Heart of Darkness#" Conrad has added a new
category of obscure and hidden powers, that affect an
Individuals ideals^the forces which threaten the pursuit
of am ideal internally# within the individual himself0 .
4 s lorton D0 Zabei has pointed out# Conrad -s Mwork dramatizes .
a hostility of forces that 'exists both in the conditions

, 3
of praeticai life and in the constitution of man him self <,11
Conrad considers the degradation of the moral ideal in
terms of the external influences that operate upon it# and
with respect to the internal forces of.temptation# fear# z .

^Morton Do Zabel# Introduction to The Portable 
Conrad (New York: The Viking Presss 1952)9 pp0 l8=19o :



and most Importantly» self^deeeptiono The degeneration 
of Kurtz .is largely the result of his lack of self-restraint 
which0 in turng. is the product of the operation of the 
Internal qualities o-f; tempt at ion (lust) aided by self- ' 
deeeptiono ■ '

, ' ^Beart of/Darkness g”1/ the second tale in the Youth 
volumeg' ls bm' important 'step- toward Bostromo0 Although it . 
is - nbt political , in itshfinal f hematic statement g. it is 
the most complete study in Conrad8 s= works ■ of the motivation 
and •results of idealism as they affect one individual0 
On Marlow° a first - approach to the African, continent ? he : 
discovers a. Ireneh gunboat aimlessly throwing shells ;into . 
a native settlement surrounded, by rich and luxuriant 
jungleso ,% The shells have very little visible effect and 
. this.. gratuitous .bombing' accent s the-..folly . and brutal it y •' 
of the. ventureP but more importantly9 it demonstrates a ' -r' 
lack of restraint on the part of European colonizerss a 
'motif that dominates the novelo : The .'lack of. self-restraint ; 
is -perhaps the most, important, key to Kurtz1 s character as : 
he is presented in 69Heart of Darknesso". It is certainly 
the most important .quality in: considering the relationship 
between 'Kurtz, and .D.eooud of Bostromoo :. ' ,■ • ' •
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• Kurtz is an adTentuper who entered the- Jungle 

filled with the ideals of a man who believes that he ean 
hrimg a form of civilization to the Congo at the same time 
that he is aeeummlating a personal fortunee . hike DeooudP 
he is motivated by the love of a woman (we learn this fact 
only at the end of the novel) ,, and like Gould he is 
motivated by a desire f©bring progress to a primitive 
area0 Kurtz has convinced, himself of the truth and 
necessity of his form of exploitation0 and in so doing he 
has stirren'der.ed him'eel f to the " powers of darkness the 
same forces that threatened and finally destroyed the ship 
JudeapM in the.preceding tale* :

Throughout Heart of Darkness« <, Q . Conrad11 s 
controlling imagination manipulates the evocation 
of atmosphere '.by means; of specific images.a: but these 
images do not 'remain static 0 They' become flu id 9 
variable9 mutually interrelatedg ’ The reader's 
imagination must precipitate out their symbolic ; 
meanings and functions;) as. well, as the conceptions 
with which these meanings and functions are 
assoclatedo^; i .. , , ,;

In "Heart of Darkness” the imagery operates on at least two
levelSo Mature is seen to be representative of elemental
forces that hover above the river threatening a capricious
destructloma ..andy -at the same timey it . is seen to, have a
relation with unknown internal fories0

'^bewart G0 WilcoxP .45 Conrad's 'Complicated Presentations1
Of Symbolic Imagery in Heart*-0f Darknesso41

•o' So



f3ae imagery, ©f MHeart of Darkness” is equally 
powerfulxas that of Am.'##toast. of the Islands9 hut -HHeart .
, of Darkness* is: a' successful work'%f art because the . :
iiiiasery substantia,tes our knowledge of Kurts and Marlow0 . .
fhe luxuriance of a savage Africa symbolizes a form of 
evil; that must be;suppressed at all eosts0 The imagery 
i s i n  faetg a symbol of the temptations offered by the 
internal powers that exist in the. hearts of all men and 
which can bring about their degradation*

. And at last-s in its curved and imperceptible '
falla' the sun sank low0 and from glowing white 
changed to a dull red without rays and without 
heat, a as if about to go out suddenly 9 stricken 
to death by thep-touch of that gloom brooding over 
a crowd of men*-
■ “Heart of:DarKnessM is Gonrad8s clearest statement •

about the forces of darkness that comprise a world of 
their own and which exists as another form of reality*
When speaking of Kurtz8 s. acquisitiveness9 Marlow makes this 
commento, ■ ' ; '

Everything belonged to him^but that was a 
trifle* The thing was to know what, he belonged 
to a how many powers of darkness claimed him for 

:: theif own*6 :
These fbrees are always -present/in Gonrad8 s novels* They

, g ' ' - • . •- Gonrad9 Youths A Barrative and Two Other Stories* p* 68* 
: '̂ Ibldo* n* 126* ; 7. ;



; are portrayed through the use of violent9 luxuriant9 almost 
omnipotent images of.nature in the island novels? through 
the monumental forms that re,fleet light and darks' shade. , 
and shadows in the urban novels (The Secret Agent f for - 
example) ? and through the use of mystical legends $, the 
strange influences of the sea and the mountains3 and the 
unreal effects of complete darkness in lostromoo•

; These forces "'are:: always lh' exisuence9 ready to 
destroy the individual; timt loosens his grip on -reality9 ' '
hut they : can he repelledo; , foung Marlow escaped their . 
influence in Youth he cause he was so completely absorbed 
in the reality of, making, his ship the first ©f the rescue 
hoats to reach Singapore o' it is important to not e9 however 8 
-{that, he was aided'.,by 'the fact that' his:Vgoal was in accordance.'
With the dictates of the time^honored tradition of the :
Merchant Service. Marlow of wHeart .of Darkness61 successfully 
resists the temptations that affect the civilized man when 
. he - is remove'd from civilization and the rules, which hold 
in; cheek ythe. powers of the;; unknown heeause these external 
and internal powers-were held in abeyance by his devotion 
to his ship9 his responsibilities to the erewa and his job
of tinkering with bolts* :■

, /■ The final story of the Youth volume9 representing
the "third age of mang is "The End of the Tel|hera-% .Captain.
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unfortunate eircuiistanoes to the eommand of a worn-out river 
steasier and to a partAWahip,' with a-■'ruthless and despicahle .. 
-dheat o Captain Whalley S:. am- old . man at the time of the story * ■ 
Is perhaps Conrad:s most movlng and■ajmpathet1c character0 
He is motivated hy his .dosire to,protect his.daughter* who 
fights a grim "battle with poverty "because her husband is 
disabled* and is persohally faultless In both character 
and actiono Without difficulty Whalley has maintained his 
command by the forcefulness of his personality and his 
robust appearanceo However* the i<!powers of darknessM strike 
a final* devastating blow as Captain, fhalley realizes that 
he' is gradually going blindo He is not ;:complpte1y ;defeated 
because.) with the aid of a faithful Malayan helmsman* and 
his ability to, memorize, every turn in the river* he maintains ■. 
his command' without,..being.detected. / - . ' ■ ' ■■■'

His deceitful, partner decides that more, money 
can be made by wrecking the ship than by continuing its 
operation* but since he knows that Captain Whalley would 
never agree to . such a plan* he plants metal bars near the 
compass to make it. give inaccurate readingst Captain.
Whalley discovers the plot after the ship is on the Seefs 
and is loyal to his ideal" to the very end by going down



with the shipo Aeqtilescenee In the plot would be impossible 
fon .hims,. and. to disclose the fraud .would deprive his 
daughter of the badly needed insurance moneyo

Whalley is victimized by outside forces^ but his 
dedication, to his -ideal9 raising money for his. daughtera - 
is never jeopardized0 The importance of this novel9 in 
■'connection with Hosfromo0 lies in Whalley8 s dedication to. 
his ideala le has not seen his daughter for many years9 
does not really know how she is faring* but his idea of 
her and his dedication to protecting her remains unchanged* 
His love9 which is the motivation of his ideal* is reduced 
to one.lasting idea of her* am idea s® perfect that it . 
never allows his devotion to her to dlminisho This supreme 
example of the perseverance of.ar ideal based on love is a 
fine testimony hot. only to the beauty and necessity of ideals 
eoneerning human relationshipss but also to the infinite 
eapabilii ies of man ’ himself <, - / ' \



CHAPTER ¥
41 EARLY SUCCESS

The Higher, of the .“lagclssus1"1 (1898)
It was not until the six-month composition of 

The llKKer of the Marclssus In 1896 and. 1897 that 
Conrad definitely found himselfg or? more aoourately 
perhapsg that he regained^ but now In the form of 

' el ear and unmlsta,kahle reallzatlohg the Impulses 
which many.years earlier had impelled the evocation 
of the haunting shape of 4lma.yer0l ,
. In many ways a brief analysis of The Nigger of the

t8iareissu§M Is useful as a prelude to the study of Nostromo0
It is perhaps Conrad8 s first completely successful attempt
to create an isolated microcosm endowed with ageless
social implicationso- ’ ' :
.. 'With its action at sea« The Nigger allowed

Conradp like lelville before hims to recreate ' :
a microcosm of a universal situation^ that is9 

■ the inarticulate confusion of men of vague 
convictions when confronted by fear and super- 
stitiono Conrad8 a concern at this time was 
with the ever-shifting relation, between the 
individual and' societyg and the role that each 
must play in conflict with, the otherQ■

The Nigger of the. "Narcissus Is a short novel whleh9
avoiding, complexity In plot structurey proceeds simply

’ Ŵel.sey- Car roll @188 The N ovelist as Artist 9 61 Modern 
Eletlon 8tudies« .1 (FebruaryI 1 9 5 5 ) 20

■ %arl and Magalaner3 p0 48 0 :
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amd directly from ‘beginning to endv In its own ways it is
a pessimistie rioyel dramatizing the-frailty of man in
the relationship, betweenthe ship's erew9 loyal to the
11 Narelssus a M. and Jamea Wait 9 the HNigger11 who "becomes
representative of inddlenee^ lassitude and Irresponsibilityc ■
la it 9 ■ beeauseof his- sickness 9, ‘is completely ' incapable •, ■
of any action^/as his name impliesa and with the help .
of his fraudulent friendg Donkln'g makes demands upon the
crew which assume1 moral and ethical..significanceo: ;i' ;.v

fhe reiatlons between the nigger.and the erew. , 
supply the,whole story with its moral tensions9 

' \.v ' proyId,e the -events of the. journey with their . ■ v " ;
■ . ' ' dramatic format̂ ;"arid,'even make the. great gale 

the physical analogue of the struggle going on 
within the collective mind of the ship*

The ship itself and the sea serve as a backdrop before
which the drama of the crew is revealed0 They are like
the ■silver in Eostromo which is the pivotal 'concern for
the “moral and material interestSort Donkin and la,it 9 like
the brothers Honter© j, present a threat to the human solidaritys
loyalty9 and fidelity which Conrad asserts as the moral
absolutes'updh which,society is basedo

The first" comparison between Eostromo and The ' :
of the ^laroissus*1 is that. The Nigger is a. succinct

'5karla' pa: llii:'
Leo Gurko a 81 Death journey . in The Mlgger of the 

.Marclssus* *" Elneteerith Century Fiction* XV (March9 1961) 9 307<



presentation of the opposition of illusion and. reality0 
in the earlier novel the opposition of these two qualities 
• is not- suggested through any one individual 9 which makes 
a more penetrating analysis9; hp;t through the brew of the 
MHarcissus9M which Is presented as a group in conflict 
with the temptations.of illusion. The crew^ who are largely 
realists9 are tempted hy the sedueti-re quaiity of Wait’s 
selfish demands untilt in the storm9 their vefy survival 
is threatenedo Wait’s demands are elearly unreasonable; 
he capitalises on the fact that he might be dyingD but 
because he appeals to the finer9. humanitarian nature of 
mankind (nThe near undoing of the brew is the result of 
their returning good fdr evilp a praetibe whieh9 in 
extremity9 was to Conrad a sin of pride019 ̂  the crew identify 
themselves with him to such an extent that his survival 
becomes an integral part of their personal survival0 
The illusion that Wait offers is an iamoralg anarchistic 
existence that indulges itself' in gratification of the 
senses because of the omnipresence of deaf ho it is a 
•resignation of the willg a sadistic recognition of the . 
futility of all attempts, t© uphold the social ordero 
In identifying their interests with the interests ©f James.

^ernoti Youngp 'MTrIal by Waters Joseph. Gonrad’s.
The Nigger of the 0Narcissuss’H Accent« XII (Spring9 1952) 9 75o



. Wait0, the , erew Is tempting very dangerous forees0 They 
are .eultivating in themselves- a desire for self=destruetion. 
becauaeVnoa-existenee is the culminating point of the 
illusion that opposes the physieal reality of their social 
exlsteneeo.;

Secondlyn The Nigger of the MNarcissus11 is presented 
:as; a-mlerocoSm of an Isolated Society, in which general 
philosophieal remarks; are directed at the underlying ■
principles'of all social orders. It would be extremely 
dangerous, to attempt to, uncover in The Nigger of the 
“Harclssus- a. cbnseious criticism of a particular form 
Of social organisation^ but there is a marked attempt to 
Investigate the fundamental conditions which must exist 
if there is to be any social prganl2ation=-= human solidarity0 
good faitho honor and.courage0 The social requirements 
that are suggested,are'-presented,as group characteristics. 
They are not suggested through individual character types 
but presented as large bodies of feelihgo The crisis that 
the crew faces is not presented in •individual terms0 but 
only in terms of the general struggle that they depict as 
•a group torn between the positive value's of solidaritys 
fidelity and tradition^-represented by the ship and the sea»-» 
and the negative powers of self-destruction and social 
disorganization represented by James Waito



' . Thirdlŷ  .The Nigger ©f the. l}NarclssusH.'-demonstrates
Conrad11 s growing skill 8,8 a technician with the form of the 
hovel In the scenes which he presents as symbolic distill- : 
ations of the conflict between two opposing illusionsa For 
exampleg the storm scene9 where James Wait is entombed in 
the earperiter■ s shed and is. being. tumbled about with loose • 
carpenterrs tdolSo is to The Higger of the “Narcissus1* as 
the Nostromo^Decoud scene in the G-olfo Placid is to Nostromoo 

1 Both scenes : presentthe-': essential' conflict ■ of two opposing ■':
. idealso . Perhaps this comparison could be misleading$, but 
if one remembers that ih The Nigger of the "Narcissus" the 
- basic' oohf lictis t he, struggle of' the erew between the 
forces of reality Ctheir immediate, situation in the storm) 
and James Wait ” s •illusion (an anarchistic existence based 
bn. negation oi the: self) ? and that the Nostromo-Decoud 
scene Is only one of ;pahy studies of opposing illusions9 
then the comparison Is meaningful^

•' Finally 3 The Nigger of the "Narcissus";, is analagous 
to Nostromo because it suggest s that the opposing ideals 

. ■ 'are in the f inal''analysisyiirrecbhcliable0 Even- though 
■„ the crew' of the 11 Narcissus;1’' does not;mutinyand even 
though the crew does effect their own, salvation^ something 
is lost or destroyedo ;The solidarity of the crewmen which 
was formed in the; acts of helping Wait in • his moments of



distress and resisting him when be threatened to be a 
degrading influence9 is ironically destroyed by his death, 
$he crewmeny in their devotion to James Wait& have 
saerificed the traditional solidarity that the Merchant 
Service offers to seamen for. a new solidarity that is 
based on the influence and existence of Waito Because 
Wait is the core of their solidarity^ the union of the 
• crewmen falls apart,, at Jimmy8: s : deatho

9- j f he: concept of th© frailty of'idealism ,1s suggesteda 
in The Mlgger of •the w Narcissus J-- along three, basic lines 
that receive extensive attention In Eostromoo First, the 
: crewmen in, enacting, their devotion to Wait set in motion 
forces which threaten the: realization ,of their ideal of 
heipihg Wait‘0.. In The Bigger of the "Narcissus" this 
reaction is aimple and .straight”forward0 By devoting so 
much time to Jimmy9 the crewmen Shirk their responsibilities 
to theif' captain: and.their shipQ Their actions force the 
' Captain to take restrictive measures that: result' in extra ;■• 
hardship: for Wait ahd the crew's inability to: help him0 • 
Secondly9 by spending a great deal- of time with Wait ■# the 
crewmen are forced.to sacrifice some of their devotion 
to their worko This results in f heir•sacrificing part of 
their solidarity Which they enjoyed as members of the ,
Merchant •Serviced, Solidarity is the only tangible, benefit 
that the crewmen receive from their devot ion • to . Wait # and



Ironically they must sacrifice the old solidarity for the 
newQ ■ Thirdly9 because the crewmen are human9 the solidarity 
that .they. develop 'is 'threatened' by the human quality ©f 
jealousy when one member of the crew helps Wait too much 
or enjoys too much favor-from him0 If one member of the 
crew receives, too much special attention from Jimmyg the 
other crewmen react to the human impulse of jealousy and 
destroy:the- solidarity by organizing against him0

', In The EiKger of the wlarelssns>> there is a . faint 
hint of a fourth cause for the frailty of idealism that is 1 
quite important to Nostromo0 In The Bigger of the HNarcissus, 
it is made clear that the idealization of a relationship 
that uses, a single person9 James Wait and the degrading 
qualities that he stahds for9 is not valid or workable»
Conrad makes us aware of the fact that instead of, such a 
narrow; ideal he. would .substitute {-the Merchant Service and 
the solidarity it stands for9, because an ideal purpose 
that uses one1s work is valid where the other is not9 
precisely because work as an ideal is more closely associated 
with the forces of real it yo ..David Daiehes 8 in speaking of 
the possibility that the human feelings of the crewmen are 
:M at hotiom..-feelings of self-Interest 9" suggests that •

Even the apparently ©utward^going affections 
-are a form of selfishness and can provide no 
escape from the prison of the self: the only
adequate escape is the escape into the total



self=?forge'bfylness ©f arduous physical duty 
performed trnder the eempulsion of the sea- • ' 
and its dangers F but, though-this yields 
survival it cannot go further and suggest 5 
what the survivors are to do with their livese

This is the obscure beginning of the concept that is
developed more extensively in Nostromo where we. see that
:the ideals of an individual tend to be self"contradictory
and hence: frail* ' : A;:'/ 'i.- ' . ■ . • ■ : ;:i:

haiehesg p» 28®



CHAPTER-VI
MOSTROMO X '

In the author8 a note to the Elostromo volumes 
, Q©m?ai- explains'how his ,negative and uncreatlve mood was 
alleviated foj an anecdote wMi?Ja was to become the ha sis 
of Nostromoo The tale9 which he heard as a young many was 
about a sailor who single-handedly managed to steal a 
lighterful of: silver from a South,American Republic torn 
by Revolution* This incident flickered before his mind's 
eyeg and he subsequently remembered that he had seen it 
substantiated by a sailor's biography which dealt with 
the same'event and added some'important details about 
the thief's charactero It seemS that the thief was a 
11 small cheat 9, stupidly, feroe ious $ morose 9 of mean appearance 
and altogether unworthy of the greatness this opportunity 
had thrust upon him*^ The fact that Conrad refers to the <- 
silver stealing ineident as an opportunity for greatness 
implies thatg at the time of his first conception of 
Nostromoo he eonceived of the moral terms as centering

'̂ Conrad* -Rostromom P o .80  ̂ - ; . ' -.
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©n the Btruggl© ©f wide-spread, '.material' ©r social interests. 
and did not attach moral significance to. semi-hiographleal 
. ©Tents, as he' had done in his earlier noyelso
' ' The ' Nigger of the 18Narcissus" and Hostromo "both 
present microcosms of human society» The difference between 
the two novel#'iti respect to this point9 lies in the fact 
that The Nigger of the ^Harcissus 1̂ .presents only the 
general o'mtlines of a limited society tha.t has vague 
S3rmboliOp socials and philosophical implications for 
society as a wholeo Nostromo9 on the other hands presents 
a microcosm that has an immediate relevance to modern 
social and politIcaT institutions because it investigates 
particular individual's and their ideals which are responsible 
for the existing social order»

In Nostromo a Conrad points out through the use 
of various;.charaeter types9. the forces and conditions 
that can corrupts, degrades and destroy all forms of idealism® 
The pursuit of am Idealg regardless of its nobility9 must 
necessarily bring Into existence9 or at least bring to the 
; surface 9 powers both. internal: and'.external that will ■ 
operate .against the aehievement; of the idealo . The on-the- 
whole catastrophic results of men's striving to achieve 
their ideals occur largely for'four reasons® First 9 in .
initiating an''actIon® which is. necessary if one is to 
achieve his idealg, the actor unwittingly sets in motion ', -'
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certain externals circumstantial factors which threaten 
the realization of that ideal<, The threat can come as a 
counter=-action from another character whose interests are •
jeopardized hj the first man8 s aetiono This situation is
■ . , : . . ■■ . ; ' - ■ . ■ ; ' .•very close-to Newton*a law that "For every action there is
an equal and opposite reactiono". Ah ideal can be threatened
• by a eaprioe of natureg a more ironical.threat to idealism
than the preceding oneo It is more ironic because if
nature successfully thwarts an ideal9 man will have been
victimized by the "immense indifference" of the universe
which he cannot have any control over0 As far as Decoud
can know* his plan for the separation of Costaguana is a
success^ but when he is faced with the complete silence
and loneliness of the &ulf9 his skeptical intelligence
fails him and he becomes the victim of an unusual situation
that nature has created9 a situation that he cannot justify
in terms of his senses<, But nature9 being capricious9 can
work for the ideal; the operation of chance in human
affairs does not always •hafe an adverse affect upon mano
Bro lonygham;8 s ultimate-victory and redemption point this
onto 'He has clearly planned his success^ but his victory
is not simply the result of a well thought-out actions he
was helped to a considerable degree by pure lueko/ lonygham? s
meeting with Hostrom© when he returns from the gulfs the
.gullibility of Sotill© 9 and the timely arrival of Barrios



. when EenygliaBi is about to be executed are all' fortuitous 
elements that eontrihute to lonjgham8s sueeesso

Perhaps; the most obvious limitation of idealism 
is the fact that in.pursuit an ideal actively^ the pursuer 
must sacrifice part of the ideal in order to achieve and 
maintain if 0 To maintain control of the mlne9 Charles 
Gould must continually hand over a certain portion ©f its 
proceeds to;the corrupt politicians of,Costaguana0 The 
'sacrifice' that is necessary to achieve or maintain an 
ideal must always he given in the same terms as the ideal 
. itselfo - In' other wordsy to achieve a materialistic ideal 
one must make a materialistic sacrifice of part of that 
ifiealo If the. Ideal is moral9 as is Dr0 Honygham8 s •
striving for an ideal ‘standard, of conductthe sacrifice 
must he in terms of his moral integrityo Monygham attempts 
to redeem his lost honor hy making the mine safe for Mrs0 
Gouldo Howevero to succeed in this endeavor^ he not only - 
finds it necessary to capitalize upon the poor reputation 
he. is trying, to redeemgi,-hut ,he must also'use Hostrom© in ' 
a manner that is the complete opposite of his ideal standard 
of conducto Monygham takes just as much advantage of 
Hostrom© hy sending him to Oayta for military support as 
Gould and Captain Mitchell had done before the revolution0 
■ fhis constitutes a partial.sacrifice of the conduct;and 
Character that Monyghasfis trying to achieveo
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$b@ third, element that hinders the character in 

aehieving his ideal is an internal and unpredictable one0 
It is the result of human weakness:and inability t© resist • 
te#ptatlons for the mind or bodyg which9 ©nee yielded to9 
distraet the character from the path of his ideal<, These 
temptatioms need not be debasins? they can be noble - 
sentiments' whieh,reveal a eompassionate dispositiono But 
if a■eharaeter allows. himself to be distracted from the 
attainment bf his ideal8 he may lose sight of his goalji or 
his secondary interest may set in motion forces which make 
the achievement Of' the primary goal imposeible0 : -

The last threat to.the achievement of an ideal is 
v the most complex and perhaps the most bmbtleo Conrad 
•seems to 'believe that each ideal is9 of Its very nature9 
, somehow selfeontradict©ryo In The Nigger of the ”Narcissus” 
this eoncept was suggested0 In pursuing solidarity 
through their attehtion to James. Walt 9 the characters 
attempt to .integrate themselves perfectly with the new 
society that they have created^ This is their idealo 
Howeverg this ideal Is not only threatened internally^
■ within each individual in the crew himself9 by the existence 
of othet idea.ls^greedy honor9 embltion— but it is 

, unaehievatl© because of ' its' self= contradictory nature which 
demands that the 'Idealg dependent upon the eoopefation of 
'other indlyIduals for ItSy successg, be. achieved single- 
handedly by the Idealist himself» It was Impossible for



the crewmen of the “Na.rclsaus" personally to achieve their 
ideal of solidarity heeausS, the only perfect existence of 
this ideal was in the minds of the individual crewmen. All 
active attempts to achieve the ideal9 whiehnecessarlly 
demanded the participation of otherss were an immediate 
violation of the highly personal'nature ©f the ideal.

All videals'' are very pefsomal to the character that 
holds them, v fhey are hls ideals g and he must achieve them 
himself«,... They cannot be,achieved with the help of others» 
heeause if they, arev they are not achieved in the personal 
terms that the idealist deems necessary0 The ideal is an 
ahstract creation of the mind that9. heeause it does not 
exist in any tangible terms 9 cannot he realized in tangible 
termso The ideal is Self-contradictory because it is a 
mental image that can only be achieved in mental teras. 
Pursuing it into the realms of reality is an immediate 
eontradiefion ©f the ideal itself. ;



V CHAPTER ¥11 
HOSTROMO IIg THE IDEALISTS

: ■ The opening pages of the novel tell of a legendary
treasure hidden in the inaccessible regions of the Azuera 
PeninsulaAs the legend goes^ tw© sailorŝ , tempted by 
the prospect/ef tremendous wealthy were seen to enter the 
region^ with provisions enough to last them for two days^ 
and were never seem aga!n<i They became the modern 
counterpart of the many adventurers during the golden age 
of Spain who surrendered their souls to the forbidden 
treasure guarded by evil demons<> This opening passage 
is presented impressively and is retained in the reader's 
mind, as a parallel to. the San Tome Hine0 It is not without 
intention that Conrad 'suggests that the peasants view the . 
treasure as a great curse and as a basis for fear and 
superstition* The image of the rugged Azuera Peninsula is 
always on the horizon^ and before the novel is completed 
the treasure of Ban Tome will have become a curse to many 
people * M0n the philosophical level ̂ Mostromo is an analysis 
of the evil •power residing■ in. material /inf erests or. wealth, 
and of human conduct in relation to those interestso.48

%inifred :hvnshVo MThe Role of the Silver in Mostromo. 
lodern Fiction Btudiest I, (February^ 1955) s 160 •.

■ ■ - ■ * ■ :
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$,he failure of various explorers to obtain the 

hidden treasure of the .Azuera Peninsula suggests Conrad11 s 
belief that.materialistic ideals are basically unachievable0 
lust as the explorers could not gain the hidden treasureP 
, Sould^ who Idealizes the treasure of San Tome'as a symbol 
of his personal ability, to be successful in any endeavor8' • 
fails to protect the mine in the personal terms that his 
ideal:demands because the actions which he is forced to 
take to preserve, the mine are an Immediate contradiction 
of the terms of his ideal itself<, 6-ould fails in his 
ideal purpose because he is indebted to the other characters 
who help him and to the capricious element of pure luck 
which plays a large part in the successful protection of 
the mineo ’ . ■ ■

. ; . The. multiple significance of the silver mine to 
the van ions characters establishes .it- as the central 
symbol of the novel? In a letter to Ernest Bendz;9 . Conrad 
s t a t e s MI will take the liberty to point out that Hostromo 
has never been intended for the hero of The Tale of the 
Seaboardo Silver is the pivot of the moral and material 
interests p. affecting the lives of everybody in the tale0M2 
The silver is an overpowering symbol of materialism that

2Jean-Aubrjp lip 2960



stands in the background of every scene0 The silver was- 
■ in existene© before the. characters and will last after 
. them0 . It is ageless, and uncorruptible and serves 
technically as the centers or core$, of the novel0

Running as an insistent theme throughout the 
labyrinths of the twisting narrative is the 

V ever=present silver mine^ which provides a .
focus for the plot and all other major elements

: • of. the novel,, The silver a in short ̂ provides
the same .center for Mostromo as the ivory for 
''Heart of Darkness" and.JimTs failure in Lord 

. ' Jim.o5 . "■ . .• ..
The drama of the novel lies in the unfolding of the events
that draw the various characters to the temptations that
the mine offerss either as an end in itself# or as a means
to other values0 ’

Hostrmo has a . main political# or public^
, ' theme9 the relation between moral idealism and 

ttma,t1erial interestSorto . =- This public theme is. 
presented in terms of a number of personal 
histories ors it might be said9 private themee# 
each having a^speeiflc representative moral 
' significanceo

; ' (a) Charles Gould
■ . Gharles Q-ould# the owner of the mine# originally 

began its development to avenge his father, s. death© The 
senior Gould died in his, attempt , to make the mine a success © 

; Gould has a dual attitude toward the mine © He does not

-̂ Karl and Eagalaner# p0 59©
'it ‘ • ' , ■Leavls# p,Q ;1910
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desire great ':finaBelal' rewards, for his effortsP but he
does. want, to OTereome his father' s defeat and prove his - 
. personal ability t© himself< During the early stages of ■ 
the novel Gharlea Qould is still relatively free of the 
mine8's fatal spell0 . With the suecessfui establishment 
of the mines Gould” s purpose is fulfilleds hut it is at 
this point that his character changes2 and he becomes 
seduced by'the mine0 It seems . that Gould sees his 
situation as a microcosm of the Republic of Goste-guana0 
She . sueeessful;. establishment of the;:mine- .has brought order 
and fulfillment into his personal life^se Gould rationalizes 
his situation and idealistically believes that the mine is 
the only infihenee that can sue eessfuliy bring order to 
: the strife= torn republic:0'ne must be careful g however^ 
of painting a too virtuous picture of Gould and. his motives$,
:because Gonrad leaves plenty of room for the reader s 
imaginatioh to. read between; the: lines and see in Gould8 s 
ideal of order: an-attempt to gloss over his simple desire . 
to keep possession of what he feels is rightfully hiso 

The reason for his change in attitude is not 
.simply the normal; desire to protect his own property 
,be.eause9 as I have stated' abovea. he is not interested 
• personally in the material benefits that the mine offersa 
and9 in any event.g a large: share of the real ownership
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of the mine ‘belongs to the. financier Holrojdo The 
fundamental reason why he clings to the mine is0 however 
very similar to the reason why he undertook its development0 
If Crould ahandoned the mine at the first sign of serious 
trouble9 he would be defeated in the same way that his 
father wasv and further 8 he would hand over the mine ready 
for operation to his enemies 9 the people who forced his 
father to ‘ieaveo For Gould the real struggle is a matter 
of honorg it is based on his pridee Once he has committed
himself to a, plan of act ion s he cannot stop6 As he tells
his wife9 wWhat should be perfectly clear to us is the fact 
that there is no going back0 0 ,0 0 We' are in.now for all .
that there is in us 0" 5

The mines thena becomes a sign of persona,! prestige 
and security for G-ouidp a sign which he idealistieally 
extends to represent law and order for the whole republic^ 
Once- he has made this. rationalization^ 'he has succumbed 
to the power of the mine and is subject to the strange 
powers that affect ideals0 By involving the mine in the 
revolutionary struggle8 Charles Gould sets in motion the 
circumstantial natural forces and the actions of other

^Conrad lo stromop0 93°
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men who will oppose his purpose*' Sould has already faced 
the fact that he must sacrifice a considerable portion 
of the mine s output to corrupt governmental officials 
in order to insure his control’ of the mine, so the fact 
that he must make even greater sacrifices to preserve the 
mine during the revolution is no great surprise to hlm»
What is a, surprise - to hima however 9 is the fact that his 
ideal,' the suecessv.Qf the mine9 is self^c©ntradictory0 
M There Cisl something Inherent in the necessities of - /
successful action which [earrtesj;with it" the moral 
degradation of the ideao!̂ , . .

In its psychological and political 
connotationsa the mine suggests at least ,

' two sides of Conrad8s belief in moral . 
principle; it demonstrates that sustained 
moral principle can work,toward bettering 
man while also containinga paradoxically3 
the seeds of its own destructiono*

The achievement of Gould0 s ideal depends on his 
personal ability to insure the success and safety of the 
mime* '4s the struggle progresses 9 he hisself realizes ; ,, 
that he eanhot be responsible for all the action that 
he initiates and that is necessary for•his success0 Gould6

6ibld0o Po 582*
^Earl and lagalaner , p0. 66*
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plan to send, the last shipment of. silver to Ban Francisco9
•Insuring the continued support of the financier Holroyd^ is
mnsuccessful because Hostromo fails to escape with the
silver^ Dr0 K©nygham6s actidn# which is responsible for
the protection of the mineg. is not.Gould's idea at alio
Furthermorep lonygham's action,to,delay Sotillo from
invading the republic is inspired by his love for Mrs<,
Gould and is not directly related to Gould's desires for
the Ban Tome mine*

A, comparison between Charles Gould and Holroyds
the great Ban Francisco financier9 who treats the mine
affair as a hobbys demonstrates their similar concern
with a,sense of personal victory or defeat? and their
desire to initiate a form of order that will last after
themo. . .. • '

Of/e our se> a man of that sort (Holroydj can 
take up a thing or drop it when he likes0 E©

. will.suffer from no sense of defeat0 He.may
have to give ina or he may have to die tomorrow^ 
but the great silver and iron interest shall 
survive j, and some day shall get hold of ,q 
Gostaguana along with the rest of the world«,

For Charles Gould p. the reason the mine enterprise has not
been successful in the past is the lack of "law9 good

.. Conradp Sds^romop p6 91«
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' , ' 9 ' ' " , •. faith9 ©rdep and seeui?ity =M The establishment of these
qualities is the goal that G-ould is working towardg and
pursuing material interests g he belieyeSg,' is the only
teehnique ;'that can be , suoqessful-o - It is interest ing to
notiee that the financier extends his- finaneia,l support to
G-ould beoause the mine owner promises a certain amount-:.©̂
security for his investment^ not because the establishment
of the mine will bring about: at better form of order | and
Holroyd is the man who Is continually talking about man"s
responsibility to bring about a pure form of Christlanltyon

There is some risk, and we [Holroyd and his company! 
will take it | but if you ©an81 keep up your end8 we 

v will stand our loass of eourse9 and then— we811
let the thing goo This mine ©an wait; It has been 
shut up before / as you knowe. You must understand 
that under no circumstances will we consent to throw 
good money after bado 0 '■

Holroyd. is a stronger and more Influential Gould„ He too
I s pr eoecupi ed with a sense of per sonal honor9 but hi a
success or failure .Is decided on a -larger scaleo Be has
at his disposal the Influence of the United States which
he uses to promote"his ideal^^the extension ©f his influence
into backward regions tq develop" a "pure form ©f Christianity®

• Charles Gould8 s faith is. parodied by his backer$,
■ the American' financier. Holroyd8 whose interest in 
; ’ vfurthering a - !!:pureform. ©f Christianity68 ...and whoa©

^IbMo 9 po 92 o

1 0 Ib id o9 p0 87=
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: rhetorical faith In the■manifest destiny of '

the trnlted States eannot without Irony he 
sail to glye Meal signifloanee to his love 

' t - of powero - ' " . •
Holroyl1s interest in the Repuhlie of Costaguana

is to- insure that the men lie motivates are success fulo
He attends to the Costaguana situation personally because'
it is'a small battlefield where the Strength of his
influence is being testedo- It. is also a source of great
pleasure for him because every shipment of silver reinforces
his; conception of. his personal power and the power of
imperialism over a backward' hatioho ■HA man endowed
with /'.the temperament of 'a' Puritan and .an' insatiable
Imagination9 Holroyd is an exquisite blend of piety and
ambition^ spreading tbe '"purer forms of Christianity^ in
a profusion symmetrical, with his investment So11 Costaguana^
however9 gives Holroyd a peculiar pleasure which can only
be explained in terms :;of the sat is faction a ruthlessly
ambitious man could gain from seeing the successful
employment of his Influence oVer other human beings<,

. He. was not .running a great enterprise therej ■ 
no mere railway board or industrial corporation®
He was ruming: a man.i: & success would .have pleased 
him very much bn. refreshingly novel grounds; buts ,

. ; ©n the'other side of the same feeling9 it was
incumbent upon him to cast it off utterly at; the 
first sign of failure® A man may be thrown off

^^heaviSg : pV;,192« ‘ ' ' ■ , , ... " ■■
’.̂ ^Irvlng'Howe9,v4Joseph Conrad Ills The Political 

Hovels961 The Kenyon Review» XVI (Winter& 1954) j, 13° ■
^  •’I Conrad® HostromOo p° 90° , ■ ' , .



Beeing. Holro^d. frooi. tb,is: point of view brings to light 
OoErad0s iEplled orltleism ©f large-scale Imperialism*

Charles G-ould does not seriously concern himself 
with Hoir©yd" s hiddem motives for helping him establish 
the mine because he is perfectly satisfied with the 
arrangement that pmts the auceess or failure of the mine 
on the personal level of his ©apabilitieso Could is 
somewhat aware of the advantages to be gained by keeping 
the mine independent of political activitys because of his 
father°s experience3. but he is not fhlly aware of the
potentially: dangerous, situation for his ideal if he
involves the mine in the struggle0 In speaking of the 
patriotic -departure ©f the soldiers who are to defend 
the mountain pass from the invading rebel forces^ Conrad 
points that Could is not at all interested in politieSo

It was not his part to see the soldiers embarko 
It was neither his parts nor his inclination^ 
nor his policyo His part 9 his inclination;, and 

• his policy were united in one endeavor to keep 
unchecked the flow ©f treasure he had started 
single-handed from the reopened soar in the 
flank of the mount a inQ̂  -

Howevera the pursuit of his personal ideals the 
•successful working ©f the mines forces him to involve . 
the silver in the Revolutionary struggle in order to 
save the republic and the security of the silvero

%bid.9 a. p.* • 1 6 4*



Ironically» G-Qtald must sacrifice part of M s  ideal to 
aelaie’re and maintain lt„ One© the mine has entered the 

. struggle^ ,a messenger from a bandit leader who has joined 
the aide of the Republic makes Gould aware of the real"

: situation by his requests ,(Has .not the master of the .
mine any message to send t© Hernandezs the master ©f the

. V 15 ' ' ' ' : ■ ' : ' ,• ,

; The truth of the comparison struck Oharles
Bould heavily o In his determined purpose he ■; 
held the mine and the Indomitable bandit held 

- the. Samp© by the same preearlous tenure*
They were'equals before the lawlessness of the 
lando It was Impossible to disentangle one's 
d<|titity; fr©p its deMsliig oontae|@0i6 • •. - .

This ezeerpt 9 more than any other^ shows that G-ould 
Is aware of the extent to which his ideal has been degraded 
by the Involvement in the revolution* G-ould not only has 
debased the mine in the eyes of the community9 but also he 
has set in motion the forcess in this ease the opposition 
of those people who support the rebels8 which will 
endeavor actively to overthrow his ideal* The irony in 
this particular situation lies in the fact that Gould was 
forced to use’ the mine by external circumstances that he 
could not possibly have any eontr#! over* His ideal was
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initially' threatened "by the deaires ©f others and the
hapriee of a disinterested worldo Eren though G-ould is
suoeessfulp his victory.is only temporary* This fact is

: pointed out by Mrs * G-ould at the end of the novel*
' Bhe saw the San Tome mountain hanging over 

■ V. v ■■■;.'the„/G:ampoV.. oyer ■ the whole land9 fearedg hated9 
wealthy9 more soulless than any tyrant 9, more • 
pitllpss;and autocratic than tbs worst govern™ ‘

■ ' '. ment̂ ; ready t©' crush innuiaerable lives in the 
- 1 expansion of its greatness* - He did not see it* ■ '

v . :.:'He could not see'it*!? . ' . ; ,

'•■vv'' ; ■ ;; - % i/'. -; tb) .Sostromo-. ■
i- \ ( If Bostromo was not' intended to be the her© of the
hovelg he is certainly the-oentral figure from a technical 

' . point .'Of, view since,, it: is through him that, the other
characters are connected one with another = Sostromo is \ . 
an Italian' immigrant9 who9 because of his great leadership 
abilitys is able to become a ”Man of the People*11 it is 
in his role as "Earn of the People" that Sostromo connects 
the rest of the characters together* He serves the 
European leadefs with, unquestioning obedience and is 
exploited by them as a reward* Hoatromo is representative 
of that class of people in undeveloped nations.̂  whoa when: 
they realise that they have been unfairly used9 are left 
without any values of their own* It is only when' Host romo 

•: becomes disillusioned with the,Europeans0 attitude toward

I';:-' a 7Ibldo 9 pp* 582=583*
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him tlaat he completely succumbs to the 'temptation of the 
_silTen0 This is a more terrifying aspect of the influence 
•of. Imperialismo With Holroyd we. saw a form of imperialism 
that$, although it resulted in the exploitation of a 
foreign country9 did not show us the adverse .effect that 
it had upon, the cit 1 sens of that country0 Here we see 
the result's of idealism in. detail as they .affect' " 
individuals<, In other words9 the forces that Gould has 
. set in motion by 'pursuing his. ideal9 result in Nostromo8 s 
destruetiono
'•• . . :■ Nostromo8 s nationality is important to the position
he holds in the novel because9 as Conrad points out in 
the author’s note9 had he heen. an"Anglo-Saxon^- he - would' 
have attempted to improve his position, in life by entering 
local politics6 Conrad could not have depicted him as a 
South American hecause he would not have been adopted by 
Giorgio Violag, an old Italian patriot who is called 1 the 
Garibaldino41 as a result ..of the role he played In the 
great Italian.revolutionso Only a ’’Man of the People9” 
who is free from the social conventions of the. society 
he is born ina and has not yet been influenced by tradition:" 
and conventional thinking in his adopted society9 could 
stand by the aide of the Idealists Giorgio Violaa and 
make the contrast meaningful0 '
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In contrast to Nostromo's opportunism and 

©fosessIon with the bubble reputation is set 
Griorgi© Viola 9 the old G-arihaldino» • The 

■ Garihaldino was blindly devoted to the memory
. of a .man-̂ Garihalditesahd. to an ideal liberty*
But he could not separate the ideal from the

• man ©r- reoognize it in it's later forms0 His
was an intellectual failures as Nostromo8 s
was a moral oneQ Thus when a revolution 
occurred in G©staguanaS:, the Gar ihaldino was a 
passive victim of it instead of a leader who 
tried to givevform to the social ferment that 
produced ito-1

The task of paralleling these -two figures without 
allowing Bostrom© to he Influenced hy the GarIhaldino s 
idealism is a difficult ones hut Conrad succeeds because
he presents Mostromo as a man who does not desire to he
a leader above the peoples Rather his sole desire is to .
M feel himself a power^-within the peoples ® > o He is a
man with the weight of countless generations behind him

• ' ■ 1 1" ' ;" . \ * -■ ' - 19
and no parentage to speak ofo i s like the peoples11

In Bostromo s 41 the people11 are presented as, large 
blocks of latentg primitive feelings They enjoy a 
comradeship with all -the characters of a given society 
through their 44simple ideas and sincere emotions/4 but 
they also have a mysterious power-that is immune to 
the hidden forces of the universes In their primitive 
, solidarity^'they offer as a group a form of skepticism 
toward all grandiose schemes which elevate or isolate the

To Webstery 44Joseph Conrads A Reinterpretation 
■of : 'Five Hovels9̂  College English, VII (December 9 1945) $, 129=130*

^^Connad, Bo stromo * p* 6 * , ' ^ ,



lQdlTiduai>:. -Very often they are victimized by the actions 
of an outsiderg hmt they demonstrate a mysterious power from 
within that allows them to endure any hardship and emerge 
from any struggle with a curious form of success0 They 
endure, and in a sense succeed because they are the epitome 
of Conrad s. conception of the sustenance that can he drawn 
fro® human, communion =, . ■ ' . ' .= '

' Eostromo is representative of this force of survival 
as long' as; he maintains’ the distance between himself "and 
t he - treasure that is'r eoulred' b y hi a obligation of fidelity '
. and ' service ", to ©apt a in lit ehell« * ESiti1©®®6 i @ii)̂ ifi'at 
which, cam hardly b® eallesl aa id©e,2»0 io M o  ; . ..,
' for reputation^ ' QomWd present@ hSa as, a parallel the 
peasants who have an instinctive fear of th© curse of.the 
treasureo: It is important to notice . that it :1s’ only when , .
Bostromo isolates himself from communion with the peasants 
by accepting the.responsibility of the silver in order to . 
further his personal desire for a wider reputation outside 
the peopleg that he failso ':

The G-aribaldino85s wifeg Signora Teresa*,, who treats , 
Mostromo as a son*, is the only person who clearly, understands 
the European8s opinion of- the famous oapatazo Irieidentally g 
her concern., for .Hostromo. is. not strictly the benevolent 
concern of a motherly .dispositioh0 Her husband is;.; now an 
old; man and her .concern for:"Bpsfrpmo.. is . in part motivated



"by her desire to "see her daughters protected, after the old, 
G-aribaldlno 8 s deatho However Hostromo is not so tightly 
hound to; the Viola family as the Signora would like8 a fact 
which the older woman. Is painfully aware of. One of' '
Hostromo8s greatest' failures, is his rejection of the love • 
that this woman offers^ and9 by implication^ we are led to 
feel that the most important failure of man is his inability 
to reeonelle the opposing illusions of love and dedication 
: to ;an idealcr In his dedication to his ideals Charles Gould 
'neglects hi# ' wife: and:9:. in. ef f ectg forsakes her love for his 
;idealo Second”s ideal is the'attainment of Antonia“ s love9 
but to achieve this ideal■he•must dedicate himself to a 
political goal£, the pursuit of which results in his death, 
d’here isp, howeverone exception to this rule. Dr, Monygham 
ideal is,to assert a personal code of conduct which will 
reunite him: with the Soeiety he has ''offended' agalh'st .. 
.(lOnygham was an Informer) / .and this Ideal is at' bottom . 
motivatedg, or at least buttressed^ by his love for Mrs0 
G-ouldo In Monygham s situation there is no opposition 
between love and an ideal purpose because the achievement 
of his ■ideal will gain him the respect of the woman he loves 

, Nostrom© 0 s failure .to give Mrs,. Viola8 s love the 
recognition it deserves is •the ..Result. of his all-consuming '■ 
desire for reputation and can beTtraced from the beginning 
of the novel. The first section of Hostromo* which deals



with the establishment of the Hibiepist republie9 introduces
Hostromo to the Wader as a'leader of a small band of '
Italian workmen who are instrumental in the defeat of the
former tyranto When the,; Casa Viola is under attack^
'lostromo arrives at the last possible minute to save the
Violas = One© the enemy is■ driven from the casan Hostromo
wastes no time in pursuing his next objective® With a cry
of Avantl he places himself at the head of his small band
: and rushes; :awayo./.iM: this/point Ers® Viola remarks- '. \
perceptiveljp ,

. He has not stopped very long with us» There 
' 'is no praise from strangers to be got. hereP » « # 
4vantil. jes'!:-ifhat is all he , cares for* To be ... 
first 'som©wher@=-”Somehow^=tO' be first with- these 
Englishp They will be showing him to everybody0 .

• 'This is our Hostromoo % « . What a name'. What 
:: 'iis that? Hostromo? He :vrould take a name that is 

' : / properly no word' from them0
The Italian nostromo means 11 boatswains, a name which is
fairly ■ suitable to his occupation^ but Mrs p. Viola has in
mind the meaning of' the root of the wordo nostro0 whichs
used as h noun3 meahs Msomething belonging to us8M;>©r': ,:
- ̂something' belonging to ' pur:.people'' g or as a-possessive ' .
pron©un9 $i@ur9 ©ur own9H When Mrs e Viola says 84He would
take a name that is properly no word from them," she .
probably has in mind the words hostro and uomo (our man) 9 ■



•: ■ .V:; V ■■■■■■ ■.■■■ ■■ 75a eontffaction. of -which eould "bd nostromoo Roger L0 Cox • 
rejeets the 11 our man1’ meaning on the basis of an etymology 
•proTid.ed ■ by The Dlzlonarlo Et Imoloaioo which suggests that 
nostromo ■’ is derived from the Spanish hostramo or nuestramo9 
meaning. 6 our masterl8 It is not -eorEect 9. therefore & to 
interpret nostromo or its dia,leet forms^ nostrdmmu (Genoese) 
and nostruomo (Corsican) g, as >l our mans 8 however much they 
may look like a ebntraction of nostro and uomoq" Cox is 
interested in emphasizing the aspect of Nostromo as master 
of the dockyards 9; a, boat swain s because they traditionally -
/ carried: silver whistles and this, provides ' Hostromo with •
another tie to the silver.of the San Tome Mine0 It seems 
■perfectly reasonable.to me that Conrad0 an expert in the ' 
use of symbolism^ had both of the meanings of nostromo 
in mindo ' . ■ -

. Mrso Viola8 s accusations are quite true* however* 
as can be seen from the lack of feeling that Nostromo 
demonstrates when the Casa Viola is threatened by the 
approach of a new railwayo If it were not for the timely 
intervention of lrs0 Gould* the Viola homestead would 
have had to be torn down to make way for the roadbedo 
Ironically enough* the Englishman who was going to destroy 

' the house is the same man whom Nostromo had been guarding

Roger Lo Goxa M Conrad8 s Nostromo as Boatswain*18 
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; *all1 the ' way from • the Entrads. pass down to the plain and ■' . 
into Bulaepp as though he ha.fi been /hi^ own father

The pathetic plight that the Viola1’s ha^e been 
reduced to is. in itself a criticism, of a naive kind of 
idealism^'Glorglo/Vloia is. a ■■confirmed revolutionists a : 
man who has devoted his •life to the destruction of . 
aristocracy and tradition0 The fact that he accepts the 
^uncorruptible capatazc," who proves in every action his 
. .■faithi .hohesty9; devotipng. -and:: allegianee ;f o the. forces of 
. wealth9 and that he gladly receiyes the benefits of the 
@ouldi9 who are in a way the result of Viola s ousting the 
old Spanish aristoeraeyp is ah ironic comment on the folly 
■-.of - extreme Idealism., .In aehievlng the ideals, of, Garibaldi^ 
the revolutionists paved the way for Guzman Bento 9 the 
Honteros and behind thems men like Goulda all of whom9 when 
their era is overa- will be seen in a not much different 
light from that which bathes their tyrannical aristocratic 
.predecessorso' ;■ - / ' ... .

Nqstromo8 s dedication to the Europeans is a source 
of wonder for all the characters in the novel» When the 
.seaport of Sulac© is threatened by. rebel invasions Hostromo 
pledges the support of, M s  cargadores to the Republican , 
side, Decoudg the confirmed skepticg refuses to believe

' pp ' '■■■ ■' ‘ ■ ■ ., -:’■■ " " - 'Gonradc Hostromo, p, 138, ■
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in Mostromo8 s nobility of action,

I suppose he expects somethin to his advantage 
from ito Tom mustn’t forget that he does not 
excercise his extraordinary power over the lower 
classes without a certain amount of personal 
risk and without a great profusion in spending 
his moneyo One must pay in some way or other p •
■for such a solid thing as individual prestige®.

f he humanitarian Mr So G-oulda motivated only by her great
love for- her husband and her sympathy for humanity at
largeg replies with her typical kindness and a heavy
touch of ideaiismgy * I. prefer' to think him disinterested^
and therefore trustworthy8'‘ 0 o o’- ' - It should be noted.
'that Sostromo has made /great personal sacrifices to satisfy
his vain desire for personal reputation® For examples
at one point& he gives his last piece of money to an old
woman he does not know because 11 old or young$, they like
' - '' ■ .h':' ... ■ ' , : h ■ ■ ,,25money9 and will speak well of the man who gives it to them®

Bis greatest sacrifice9 however9 and the point at 
which his character tâ kes a turn that will ultimately 
destroy him* occurs when he refuses the dying Mrs® Viola's 
wish that he find a priest for her® His refusal^is9 in 
it self 9 not too much differeht from what we have seen before; 
it is simply a stronger example of his dedication to the

2^Xbido ® p® 244® 
24Ibid®® p® 24-5 ' 
25Ibidoo n® 274®



Europeans 0 His reason for refusing is9 however^ different 
and. very important 0 - Nostromo saysa • '
, Listen to reason,- padrona, :» * I am needed

to safe the silver of the mine<, Do you hear?
' A greater treasure than the . one. which they say

/ , is guarded, by ghosts and devils bn Azuera® It
is trueo I am resolved to make this the most V

. -- desperate affair I -was ever engaged on in my; _
/ Whole lifeo26 ';.y : : :: ■ •

By making the safety ©f the silver a great exploit 
whieh will give hi®; a new kind of reputation and greatness, 
Nostromo joins the other characters of the novel who see 

• the silver as a source of personal gain0 Nostromo idealizes 
the. silver as a means to achieve his illusion of personal 
prestigebut to view his ultimate failure as the result 

: of his pursuing an ideal8 would5, 1 think, be erroneouse 
Nostromo* s, goal is not an ideal purpose; rather, it is 
a base, selfish ambition, and his failure lies not so 
mu eh. In his. actions as in the result of his being utilized 
by other eharacters-' in the pursuit of their goals ̂ . -

: Mrso Q-ould, Mrs0 Viola, and Nostromo are examples 
Of various degrees of love for the people» For Conrad, ; 
love -is bne: of the fundamental human dualities that all 
men have the potentiality of sharing; and it is the basis 
Of human solidarity* Nostromo. is a man of the people,

libido* p0 283o
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"bnt his eonoem for the welfare of the people is selfish
and is based on his .desire to aehieTe great fame* For
Hostromog.the peoples as well as the European leaders of
Sulaoo9 present opportunities which can enhanoe his great
fame and ' satisfy his enormous vanity® in faets' jS'ostroao8 s
fame would he worthless to him if he did not have the
approval of the' people because it is the faith that the
masses have in him that allows him to be a ”power within
the pe'opieo11. In his own selfish way^ Nostromo is serving
the interests of the people because he enacts the deeds
that, will-gain him their approval 0 it is merely a ' ■ .
colneldence-g howeverp, "that his desire for fame serves.
the interests of the people because when he has the
opportunity to make the silver serve his personal desires9
as he .does in his daring escape from Sulaco9 he abandons
the. -peopleo This rejection of the .wishes of the people
is presented symbolically in the scene where Nostromo ' ; •;
refuses the dying wishes of lrso' Viola0

MrsViola represents another level of love*- In
her concern for all the people of Sulaco9 and especially
in her concern for Hostrom© when he is presented as ; a
man of the people9 Mrs« Viola shows .all the qualities that
are necessary to make her the very personificatiori. of. a
mother of the human raeeo It is as a mother that Mrs* -



f lola assumes her primary importanee "because she is 
eo'ntihually asserting the values of the family unite 
In the■face of her most devastating crisis^ the scene 
where the Gasa Viols; is invaded hy rebel troops at the 
moment of her deathp her first and only thought is for 
the safetyvof ,her ehildreno ;:yHer chastisement of Hostromo ■: ■ 
is hot simply the eriticism ©f a mother who.fears the 
exploitation of her son# but the criticism of a woman who 
can, see the danger that exists for Hostromo if he is 
tempted away from' the; solidarity; of the. people.

- ( e)'MrSo Gould
, Irao Gould represents the highest form of love*

She is intelligently.sympathetic t© the problems of the 
people, andg because she has so completely adopted the 
traditions and customs of her new homeland» she: can 
intimately share-the people a deepest feelings* Mrs*
Gould;makes an interesting parallel to' her' husband in' that 
she does not have the slightest trace of materialism in . 
her character* She approves of her husband■s Ideals .not 
because materialism ■brings - a form of orders,.but ■ because 
she hopes.’'the mine #111. redeem the lawlessness of the past 
and bring out the finer9 humanistic qualities of mankind* 
She is optimistic.about'man8 s capabilities and. Ironically, 
her optimism is the quality that brings about her defeat*



Hr.So G-ould. does not idealise purposes g' she judges them for' 
their humanistic value<> When she married Charles G-ould9 
she optimisticalll- thought that he could, pursue his ideal 
without damaging their marriageo With magnificent tender
ness 9 she naively 'believed that the power of love and the 
Virtues of family life would assert themselves in any 
situationa - ' ' ■

Mrso G-ould refuses to helieve in the seductive 
power of the mineo: She has put all of her faith Into a

' "belief in the inevitahllity of human values asserting 
themselves p and when she sees the power of the mine begin 
to dominate her hushanda she realizes more clearly than 
any other character that love9 as well as the other basic 
human valuesp can be overpowered by the pursuit of material- 
interests» ; V . V t ' V':7' .' -■;■ ■■. ' / ■ '

■ incorrigible in his devotion to the great ; ' 
silver mine was the. Slhor Administrador!
Ineorrigible ■ in his hardp'determined-service ; -
of'the material .interests to which he had 

' pinned his faith in the triumphof order and .
: justieeo Poor Boy” She had a : clear vision

. . of the grey hairs on. his temples0 He was
perfe'et-=perfect 0 " What' more could she have ■ ' :

; . expected?. : It ,was, a colossal;, and lasting - ' /:
■ ;• -. success| and;loye,; was: .hhly/'/a, short moment ■

..:. of forgetfulnessa a short intoxication^ . : '
, - ■ ■ whose delight .one. remembered with a sense of

' sadnesst^as; if '̂ tv’had beenia' deep: grief lived’; : .
' throughci'v-i t-i-'’' - ,
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: :;v-, Her disillusionment is made complete when Giselle

Viola is "bemoaning the death of her lover^ Nostromoj, who
.Is killed during one of his nightly visits to the treasure
he has hidden awayQ Mrso Gould then consols her with the

: . hhservation that ^Very soon he would have forgotten you
-;fp:r his., treasure911 . Onee aware of the power of material
''ihterestsn'Erso Gould is ahle. to give the reader this
•frightening picture of her final position in Sulac©0 :

. With a prophetic vision she saw herself 
surviving alone the degradation of her young 

• , ideal of life<5 of love9 of work--all alone in 
the Treasure. House of the Worldo The pro found s 

' - ... hllnd^ suffering •expression of a painful dream
' settled on her face with its closed eyes* In 
. the indistinct voice of an unlucky sleeper9

■ • lying passive in;the toils of a. merciless
■ : ' nightmare9 she. stammered out aimlessly the wordss

' ."laterial'. interests^8 29 . ■ : : ■ i

h-; v-h- . ;Xd)hpeedixd " •• h .
- HerhapS' the, most pathetic failure in the novel is

Decoudp who9 Without illusiohs. at the outset of the novel9
v . sees the situation in Gostaguana a,s it really is0

There is a curse of futility upon our characters 
: ' Don Quixote and Saneho Panza9 chivalry and '
- materialismg- hlgh^sounding sentiments and a supine 
V morality9 violent efforts for an idea and sullen 
.' acquiescence in every fora of corruptIona We ; •
:convulsed a eontinenffor our independence only 
to become the passive prey of a democratic parody9 
the helpless victims of scoundrels and cutthroats9

28Ibid0 9 p0 626o
29Ibido.q p6
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■ our institutions a inoekeryg our laws a, faree==» 
a G-uzman Bento our master! And we have sunk so 
low .that when a toan like you B,vellano^ has 

. awakened our eonsdienee> a stupid barbarian of 
a Montero— great Heavens! a Monterol—^beoomes 
a deadly dangers:- andran -ignorantg boastful Indioglike Barrios9 is defender050 ..
■ The skeptical9 hut realistic perspective that 

allows him to perceive the actual situation in Gosfaguana 
‘ also inspires him- with the only workable solution to the 
political pr©hl©m-~separation from the rest of Gostaguanao 
Second' thus acquires an ideal purpose^ Yetx> in the 
pursuit of it9 he is a more pointed example of the 
compelling force of an illusiOBo He is influenced "by 
what may well be9 as Conrad'says 9 the finest•illusion* 
loveo Under its powerful direction he engages in all 
the activities that he formerly held in contempt0 Love5, 
like every other ideals Is endangered "by external and 
internal opposing ideals9 but if it is sincere and dedicated 
as Is the case with Monygham9 the ideal and the pursuit 
of the ideal are inextricably bound one in the otherp so 
that there cannot be any internal opposition. This form 
of love;is Conrad”a greatest illusion because it motivates 
honor0 ' fidelity9. courage and tradition^ the principles 
which Conrad believes social organisation and progress

30Ibldon po 189o
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are "based upoiio For Deeoudg though9 there is a conflict 
which,he cannot resolve between the demands of love and the 
dictates of -his skeptical intelligence* Deeoud does not ■ 
doabt his lovej in fact9 he only believes in qualities 
which impress his 'sehsesd, and he has a very clear sense 
' impression . of love0 . Howeveri>: to achieve his . ideal pf love 
Decomd finds, it necessary toy dedicate himself to an- ideal 
which he. doe s. not really believe in0 This is the internal 
eohfliet :that".destroys.; Becond/.When- iievpursues ̂ his ideal of 
love by- entering politics wlth a fervora by suggesting'the 
plan for the separation that is. ultimately successfulj,. by 
editing a newspaper that.prints propaganda material which 
is personally repugnant to him9 and "by taking part in the 
fatal journey that- is Supposed to save the silver* •

Decoud is ' caught by the silver in a " ' - '
situation in. whicla he must ■ write and print •

, what he does hot believe ̂ what with his 
skepticism and intelligence he could not 
possibly believe* The "silver has. corrupted . 7 ,

. , . his sense of indifference^ confounded by the 
illusion ©f loves i)ecoUd must play the gaae 

"-; of sllyer^l - 
’ ' Before Decoud meets Antonia^ his critical attitude
•reflects Conrad s cOnservativism and skepticism toward all 
-forms o f. - flag-waving patriot ism.» but •, in his subservience; to 
his" illusion Of love7 Decoud. denies himself the use of the

. .. y . - ?%arl. and, Magaianer»: p* - -.



one implement that could save himp, his skeptical , intelligenceo 
Deeohd.9 a fatal failing in his pursuit of Antonia5 s love 
is the fact that he has felt it neeessary to sacrifice 
more of his character, than lie could afford if he were to 
preserve 'his;,;lhiivldualityDecoud forsakes his familiar 
world of logic and rationality for the less congenial 
'pleasures of an emotional and passionate world* This is 
& world that Decoud is so little prepared for that he loses 
his identity completely wiien he heeomes immersed in it—  
he begins to question his own existenceo His suicide is 
a symbolic representation of his actual death through the 
destruction of his Intellect and the negation of his inner 
Self that he describes in the prophetic farewell letter to 
his sister0 As he completed the letter wthere came upon
Decoud a moment of sudden and complete oblivion* He . •

: ' :':i ; ' 32 '
Swayed Over the table as if struck by a bullet*11

Decoud failed to achieve his ideal because the 
pursuit of it forced him to indulge in forms of action 
which he could not prove valid in terms o f the basic 
sense impressldnp that'-were the.- only .qualities his skeptical 
intelligence helielred' inf His; involvement in the world 
of action'placed him in the- isolated loneliness of the

32 •" '' • -Gonrads Hostromo a p<> 276 »
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Sulf whese he waa unable- to eonvinee himself of his actual 
.existence in the face of the' 8’1 immense' Indifference of 
thihBSo81 ■ The contrast ©f attitudes hetween Decomd and 
Nostromo is made quite clear by the fact that Nostromo is 
able to act in the complete darkness of the G-ulf because 
his enormous vanity provides, him"with continual proof of 
his. existence9,- while Becoud is unahle to act because uHo 
intelligence could penetrate the.darkness of the placid
g u l f D e e o u d  is essentially; a thinking man; when he is
;' • - " ■ . ■ : ■ - : : : ' • ■ . ■ ; 34 ■deprived of this weapon M s  destruction is imminent 0
. Mostromo survives the lighter episode only to

discover that his greatest fear is realized! his attempt 
to gain, reputation Is deemed worthless <, On his return 
from: the gulfs, the first man he meets is Dr0 Monyghams the 
. last; man he had spoken to ,before his departure<, Nostromo 
and lonygham compare stories to tell each other what has 
happened in the events that each of them has missedo The 
army of the repuhlic has failed to hold off the rebels 
and they are approaching through the pass0 ■ Sotill©9 a 
leader- of a republican garrison of mehg has joined the 
side of the: rebels and is approaching from the sea* fhe

33 Ibid. o pDo 305-306 0 ' ’ ■ ' ; :
. 34 ' . ■ ■ ;Dorothy Brewster and Angus Burrella Dead Reckonings 

in Fiction (Hew Yorks Longmans9 Green and Go0 9 19257% 
ppo 122~123o - •



situation has ironically changed» The silver that was once 
to be saved from Sotillo at any ;cost 9 would now be useful ; 
to buy him offffionygham informs Nostromo of this fact
:knd the eagataz replies 9 $iAnd would Don Carlos have been •- T.:  ̂_ .. ; . ; . 35 ■ ; - - : '
content if 1 bad surrendered this treasure?"* Monygham
answers.:: y / -y ; - .. ,• . ‘ "

, I., should not wonder if they were all of that - '
' way. o f thinking:' now, o » e I was never consult ed.
Dec odd had it hi s own way* , Their eyes are opened 

. . by this tlmeg (I,' should; think0 I for one. know that - 
if the silver turhod up this moment miraculously 
ashoresv I. would give it to Sotillo0 And. as things 
now ,staM 1 vwould b̂e  ̂approvedo^'' ' •

■ ; Nostromo begins to appreciate the situation and
realises his position with the ;Europeansc, MIs it for an •• 
unconsidered and foolish whim that they eame tp me9 then?"*
The element of truth in.this.question, that strikes lostrom© 
so strongly is the fact that the pursuit by some men of 
their ideals (in this case Gould and Beeoud) must necessarily 
influence other people in ways which the Initiators of the 
action cannot realise or be responsible for<> Nostromo is 
the man of action who .carries out the orders necessary for 
the achievement of the ideals of other people9 but because 
Nostromo' simply actsa and does not understand the purpose

^^donrad^ Nostromoa pe 4860
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&f the. Ideal$> or Its motivation^/ he sannot fluctuate. ' 
with the subtle changes that the ideal itself undergoes*

Brp Ednygham.p. the character who saves the republic 
and redeems his reputation by achieving his goal of an 
idealised standard of conduct^ is victorious where Hostromo 
has failed because his attempts to save the mine are not 
dictated by a desire for faSBo In faetg, a large part of 
Monygham"s success is.the result of his ability to exploit 
his poor reputatioho Eonygham. is successful where Decoud 
has failed because of'a curious combination of pure luck 
and the fact that his scepticism is conveniently required 
by his attempt to achieve his ideal and Mrs0 G-ould8 s love0 
Drp Eonygham stands apart from the rest of the characters; 
he is isolated by. hi's betrayal of himself and is a sort of 
Decoud who has survived© It is whispered that during the 
days of the tyrantj, Guzman Bent© 9 the doctor was involved 
in a conspiracy which failed and was discovered by the 
'dictator̂  Information about the doctor” a role in the venture 
is at best vague and uncertain^ but the more knowledgeable 
members of the community contend that under duress Eonygham 
betrayed his friends» The psychological importance of the 
act for Eonygham is that in betraying his friends he has 
betrayed his inner- self© / '



; Monygham® s betrayal eannot foe taken lightly - 
beeanae be had ppeseribea for himself a strict standard 
of conduct whichg one supposes g, was "backed up by the 
medical traditIon9 just as Gonrad8 s standard is supported 
by the Merchant Service tradition0 'Eonyghaa0's failure - 
is a reeognitiohg on the.-part of Gonrad g of man" s frailty, 
and inability to Uphold ideals0 For the successful 
attainment, of an ideal a one znust not only overcome the 
external forces that are created by the ideals but one 
must also handle stieeessfuliy the internal forces which 
arise within the idealist himself0 Idealists9 like all . 
other people9 are humans and are subject to the human 
temptations which-can degrade the idealo

When Monygham failed himselfp his faith in mankind 
suffered a similar fallp and he is first introduced to the 
reader as a skeptic without ideals at the time, when 
Captain;Kitchell is boasting of Hostromo8 s great value0

: The fellow is devoted to mea body and soul8 
Gaptaln Mitchell was given to' affirmi and; though -
nobodys, perhaps 9 could have explained why it 
Should be sos it-was impossible on a survey of 

: their relation to throw -doubt on tha,t statement s 
unless9 . indeeds, one were a hitters eccentric 
. /character like Dr 0 Monyghamo-9 .

Gonrad8.s deliberate, introduction of Monygha,m as a bitter



eccentric s in association with KitefiteXla establishes the 
' view of the public toward the doctor0 Mitchells who does " ..
not have any personal goals any ideal purpose9 or even the 

, imagination necessary to .see the real significance of the v 
events that occur in Sulaco9 can be counted on to give an 
accurate, unbiased account of what he sees*
. : Gonrad is interested in exploring the roots of
lonygham8 a redemption*- His disgracea Which.forces him to 
wander through the;streets a,rejected old.man# is not 
without'- its/advantages * Experience has. made the doctor a . . .
very wise. Eian0 In his isolation he can use his perceptive 
intellect to suggest to the reader a view the major '
characters that is ofteri prophetie in Its skeptical 
..insistence on human weakness* It is important to notice ■ ;
that it,'l,s ..during Monygham“ e period- as a nondescript - .
derelict that he develops two of the qualities which will 
eventually allow him to save the mine and the republic^- 
'self̂ sttfficiency ahd.„ the;pooh;'reputation which deceives 
.SotillQo.^.. : ^ '

Honygham is" self®suffieleht because he has been 
completely Isolated ---ihom the communion of men* . His isolated 
■ condition3 plus the personal disillusionment that resulted



from his betrayal^ have: made him a, complete skepticc 
ffionyglaam’s skeptieism is a recosnition of the liarshest 
realitj-9 a reality that thwart a man at every turn9 Monygham's 
skepticism differs from Decoud s in that the doctor completely 
distrusts'' human; abilityo Decoud3 on the other hand 8 
maintains his faith in the self“justifying man; he believes 
in the truth of' his sensations and perceptions<, His 
skepticism is hot completej, and it fails him when he is 
faced with a reality that does not recognise his existences 

EQUygham8s decision to attempt to save the mine 
was not arrived at on the spur of the moment0 It comes to 
him slowlys, and Conrad takes great pains to show its 
development», In the scene where Nostromo is departing 
with the silverg: Monygham demonstrates the aloofa skeptical 
view he takes toward the whole venture by his satirical
reply to Hosfromo1s doubts about the success of the voyage—
, • ' ' - - . . ■ , ;. • ' : ; ,   : ' ' 40
wM,hy eapatazl I thought you could never fall in anything 011
At the time of Hostromo8 s; departure9 involvement in the .
struggle for the mine is the thought‘farthest from
■ ttonygham's mindo However» while Nostromo is at sea events. '
take a rapid turn for the worse0 The rebels have defeated
the republican army and the tralf©r9 BotillOg has
. invaded SulacOo Monygham Is imprisoned by Botillos and

Conrad9 Nostromoa pG 286o



\ #18' perio#. In jail /allow# him to realize more completely 
/than- any other character the disastrous consequences that 
;Involyemeht/'o.f the mine in the political struggle may have 
for the Goulds and the rest of Gosta,guanao 
•; The .doctor has , redeveloped his old Ideals through

' his association with ErSc, G-ould<, His devotion to her has 
allowed him to reconsider his forsaken standard of conduct 
. whlchp since he is'; now in charge of the mine® s hospitalP 
is "bolstered by the medical tradltioBo ' .When Eonygham 
realizes the- seriousness of the threat to the mine6s • 
security he decides to take: act ion0 His hitter experiences 
, have given him a particularly sharp insight into human 
"weakness; and once he discovers Sotillo1 s weak spot (greed) % 
he is able to make use of his skeptical Intelligence and 
his shady,paste /
- / His. [lonyghamsl manner of cold detachment from

the rest of the Europeans led Sotillo on tills 
from conjecture to conjecture, he arrived at 
hinting that in his opinion this was a put-up 
job on the part of Charles Gould in order to 

' V - " get ;hold of that immense treasure all to himself 0 
The doctor« observant and self-possessed* 
mutteredg "He is- very capable- of t h a t . .

Eonygham s ideal purpose is to achieve a perfect 
standard of conductt He is given the opportunity of doing 
this by saving - the .mine for .Bra:<, Gould0 The M first lady" ■
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of Smlaed is fundamentally Important to Monygham0 She
is the flying buttress that supports his daily lif©9. "and
it Is bis love for her which . motivated, him to perpetrate
his ‘rietorious deceit®

• The doctor was loyal to the mine0 . It presented 
Itself to his fifty-year-old eyes in the shape of 
a little'woman in a soft dress ® 0 ® ® Mrse Boold 
As the dangers ithiickened round the San Tome 
mines, this illusion acquired force8 permanencya 
and authority® It claimed him at last» This :

. diaim a '■exalted by a. spiritual detachment from < ■
• . ' the usual sanctions of hope and reward/ made . . ’ ;

Dr® Monygham8: a tMnking 8 acting individuality- • 
extremely dangerous to himself and to.otherss .

: x- '■ .. all. his scruples vanishing in the proud feeling 
that his devotion was the only thing that stood 

• between and admirable woman and a frightful 
disaster®42 . . / -

It is important to notice the lack, of self-restraint and
the unscrupulous attitude that the doctor demonstrates in
his devotion to the mine from this point on® In attempting
to save the mine for Mrs® Gould 9 Monygham becomes a dangerous ■
force that does not hesitate to take .any action that is
necesss,ry for the achievement of his goal® In his devotion '
to his purpose9 he Uses Hostromo in.the same manner that he.
had previously criticized when used by others® To save the '
mine and achieve his ideal standard of conduct 9 Monygham
sacrifices a significant part of his standard of conduct9
and9 more Importantly$, he does "so willingly® The doctor



. . . . ' f.--
is' successful in saving, the Elitê  "but he has sacrificed - 
: almost all; of , his standard of conduct ("by capitalizing on 
his poor reputation ;and taking advantage of Mostromo) except' 
the one aspect of it that he had'.failed in the days of the 
. earlier tyrant^^he does not /betray anyone to saw his own 
ilfeo The doctor is on the gallows at the time when the 
help neoea’Sary''to defeat the rebels arrives 9 so that his 
Survivals. as well as the circumstantial elements that seem ' 
to substantiate his claim that .the silver is actually , 
planted in the harbor enfranceg are to a very large degree , 
dependent pn pure lucko i . ■ : : ; '

i' Because Monygham is' successfulhe is a more pointed 
example of the irony implicit in the internal and external 
forces that can.threaten the attainment, of an Ideal0 .As 
we have nbticed5 lonygham was motivated in the pursuit of 
his ideal ■by his love for Hrso G-oulda but his success , 
becomes an ironic .defeat for Mra;0 G-ould because it results 
" in her .'loslhg forever the love of her husband« Gharies 
Gould is now dedicated'to the protection of the mine with 
a strict :>tenaeity that will not permit" him to have any 
other interests in Ilfe<i Mrs. Gould's disillusionment is . ,j 
also the greatest tragedy in the novel because Hrs„, Goulds, 
the only character who: demonstrates the great human virtue • 
of sympathetic love for all humanity 9 is destroyed by the . . ■ 
circumstances that arise, as. other characters pursue their 
: Ideal So" V ’ '' ■: v ; - ; ■ ■ . :



If Honygham8’a victory Is an-affirmation of the 
.potentialities of mans it is at best an ironic affirmation 
■becamse Monygham has had to sacrifice an important part of 
his character to, Insure his sueeesso .Perhaps he would not 
object to the sacrifices because they were clearly necessarys 
but he would object to the disastrous consequences that 
develop for Mr So G-ouldo Considering his achievement from . 
Mrso Gould's point of viewg we must say that it is hardly 
a success becauseg whether Monygham realizes it or . not^ he 
has sacrificed Charles Gould1s love for his wife to the 
attainment of his ideal0' fhis sseriflee points up the fact , 
that .̂ or donradg Ideals9 as originally conceivedj,. are not 
achievablbo Monygham1 s - success is just as dependent upon 
pure' luck as hostromo s failure to escape with the silver 
IS determined by uncontrollable forcesq .Even . if pure luck 

" helped him - to be successful^ he was notp however9 . completely 
successful because he has not permanently altered the 
polit ical situation . in Costaguanaj, which is necessary to 
insure the happiness of Mrso Gouldj, and9 in destroying 
Mrso Gould8 s life9 the .achievement of his ideal becomes
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